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ABSTRACT 
 

Analysis of WACSIS Data Using a Directional 

Hybrid Wave Model. (December 2005) 

Shaosong Zhang, B.S.; M.S., Tianjin University, China 

Chair of Advisory Committee: Dr. Jun Zhang 

 
 

This study focuses on the analysis of measured directional seas using a nonlinear model, 

named Directional Hybrid Wave Model (DHWM). The model has the capability of 

decomposing the directional wave field into its free wave components with different 

frequency, amplitude, direction and initial phase based on three or more time series of 

measured wave properties. With the information of free waves, the DHWM can predict 

wave properties accurately up to the second order in wave steepness. In this study, the 

DHWM is applied to the analyses of the data of Wave Crest Sensor Inter-comparison 

Study (WACSIS). The consistency between the measurements collected by different 

sensors in the WACSIS project was examined to ensure the data quality. The wave 

characteristics at the locations of selected sensors were predicted in time domain and 

were compared with those recorded at the same location. The degree of agreement 

between the predictions and the related measurements is an indicator of the consistency 

among different sensors. 

 

To analyze the directional seas in the presence of strong current, the original DHWM 

was extended to consider the Doppler effects of steady and uniform currents on the 

directional wave field. The advantage of extended DHWM originates from the use of the 

intrinsic frequency instead of the apparent frequency to determine the corresponding 

wavenumber and transfer functions relating wave pressure and velocities to elevation. 
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Furthermore, a new approach is proposed to render the accurate and consistent estimates 

of the energy spreading parameter and mean wave direction of directional seas based on 

a cosine-2s model. In this approach, a Maximum Likelihood Method (MLM) is 

employed. Because it is more tolerant of errors in the estimated cross spectrum than a 

Directional Fourier Transfer (DFT) used in the conventional approach, the proposed 

approach is able to estimate the directional spreading parameters more accurately and 

consistently, which is confirmed by applying the proposed and conventional approach, 

respectively, to the time series generated by numerical simulation and recorded during 

the WACSIS project. 
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CHAPTER I  

INTRODUCTION  

 

1.1 Backgrounds 

Field measurements are important for the verification of wave theories and calibration of 

hindcast model (Wyatta et al., 2003, Forristall et al., 2004). The accuracy of the 

measurements is essential for data analysis. Because there is no absolute reference to 

benchmark the measurements, the inter-comparison between different measurements is 

important for acquiring and validating the field data. In WACSIS project, the sea-state 

parameters estimated from the time series recorded by different sensors are compared 

with each other to ensure the data quality (Barstow et. al., 2004). Forristall et al. (2004) 

compared the crest height distributions derived from different measurements with those 

derived from second order simulations to examine the quality of field data. Moreover, 

the inter-comparison is also an efficient way to evaluate the performance of new 

technology applied to field measurement (Strong et al. 2000).  

 

The comparison between sea-state parameters is not a complete examination of data 

quality. For example, the agreement between energy spectra estimated from different 

sensors cannot validate whether or not the phase information is accurately recorded by 

either one. The consistency between the time series recorded by different instruments 

can provide us the highest level of confidence on data quality. Barstow et al. (2004) 

compared time series of highest four individual crests recorded by two instruments, 

Marex radar and EMI laser, to ensure the confidence of the measurements. It should be 

indicated that these two instruments were deployed in very close locations, which make 

the direct and simultaneous comparison possible. To conduct the inter-comparison 

                                                 
 This dissertation follows the style and format of the Journal of Physical Oceanography. 
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between the time series of different wave properties recorded at different locations, 

deterministic analyses are necessary. In deterministic analyses, the information of free 

wave components, including the frequency, amplitude, direction of propagation and 

initial phase is obtained after the nonlinear effects are decoupled from the measured 

wave properties. The time series of wave properties at a given location can be 

deterministically predicted by superposing the contributions from all free waves and 

their bound waves. The predicted time series is then compared with that recorded at the 

same location. Such inter-comparison is seldom found in the literatures due to the 

complicacy of deterministic analysis of directional wave fields. Sand (1984) 

decomposed the directional wave field based on the pith/roll buoy measurements and 

current meter/wave gauge measurements using linear wave theory. He assumed that 

there are two free wave components at each frequency and they travel at different 

directions and have the phase difference of 2π . In his method, the estimated wave 

direction relies on the initial phase of measured time series, which obviously contradicts 

to the reality. Skourup and Sterndorff (2002) introduced a deterministic model for the 

reproduction of measured wave time series in a wave flume. Based on the measured 

long-crested surface elevation time series at one location, the elevation time series and 

the kinematics can be predicted at another location. But they did not solve the 

divergence problem which occurs when the wave properties resulting from nonlinear 

interactions are comparable with or larger than the corresponding linear ones. In their 

model, when the amplitude of a wave component in 2nd order spectrum exceeds the 

amplitude of the wave components in the measured spectrum, then the first order 

component is artificially set to zero and the 2nd order component is set equal to the 

measured spectrum component to avoid the divergence problem. Zhang et al. (1999a&b) 

developed a Directional Hybrid Wave Model (DHWM) for the deterministic 

decomposition of directional waves accurate up to second order in wave steepness. Two 

different perturbation methods are adopted in DHWM to avoid the divergence problem. 

Using the decomposed free-wave components, accurate prediction of wave kinematics, 

pressure, and elevation can be made.   
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The DHWM is robust for the engineering applications, such as the determination of the 

initial and boundary conditions for a variety of numerical wave tanks. But the original 

version of DHWM does not consider the effects of ocean currents. It is well known that 

when a wave train propagates over a uniform and steady current, it experiences the 

Doppler frequency shift. The Doppler shift is purely an effect of the measurement frame 

and does not include the wave-current physical interactions. The fixed instruments 

measure the apparent frequency only. But the dispersion relationship relates the 

wavenumber to the intrinsic frequency. Thus, to properly analyze the directional waves 

in presence of current, the Doppler shift must be accounted for. Forristall and Ward 

(1978), Nakagawa et al. (1996) and Steele (1997) showed that the energy spectra, 

directional spreading and mean wave direction could be altered by the Doppler effect. 

Therefore, the nonlinear DHWM needs to be extended for the analysis of the directional 

waves in the presence of strong current. 

 

To obtain the information about the mean wave direction and energy spreading is a key 

issue of the analysis of directional waves. This information is crucial to the applications 

of oceanography, coastal and ocean engineering (Forristall and Ewans, 1998), such as 

the estimations of wave loads on offshore or coastal structures and the sediment 

transport in a surf zone. A simple wave model, known as a cosine-2s model, has been 

widely used to describe wave energy spreading in a uni-modal wave field where water 

waves at the same frequency spread around only one main direction although at different 

frequencies the main wave directions may be different (Hwang and Wang, 2000). A 

cosine-2s model defines the spreading function by, 

 

 2( ) cos
2

s MD θ θθ κ −⎛ ⎞= ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

 (1.1) 

 

where κ  is a normalization factor, 
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 ( )
( )

22 1 12
2 1

s s
s

κ
π

− Γ +
=

Γ +
, (1.2) 

 

( )xΓ  is the Gamma function, Mθ  the mean wave direction and s the directional 

spreading parameter. Both Mθ  and s are a function of the wave frequency f. The 

spreading parameter s and the mean wave direction Mθ  are related to the first harmonic 

through 

 

 1
1

11
rs

r
=

−
 (1.3) 

 1 1
1

1

tanM
B
A

θ −=  (1.4) 

 2 2
1 1 1r A B= +  (1.5) 

 

or to the second harmonic through 

 

 
2

2 2 2
2

2

1 3 1 14
2(1 )

r r r
s

r
+ + + +

=
−

 (1.6) 

 1 2
2

2

tanM
B
A

θ −=  (1.7) 

 2 2
2 2 2r A B= +  (1.8) 

 

where ( ) and 1& 2n nA B n =  are the angular Fourier coefficients of ( )D θ  and can be 

estimated from the cross spectra of the measurements using the Direct Fourier Transfer 

(DFT) method (Longuet-Higgins et al., 1963). This approach is referred as the 

conventional approach in the following text and has been widely used to determine the 

mean wave direction Mθ and spreading parameter s. For example, wave data recorded by 
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NDBC buoys are routinely processed using this approach (Earle, 1996). Ideally, if the 

directional spreading in ocean waves truly follows a cosine-2s model and the first two 

angular Fourier coefficients can be accurately computed based on the cross spectra free 

from errors, then the spreading parameter and mean wave direction estimated, 

respectively, based on the first and second Fourier coefficient should be identical, i.e., 

1 2 1 2 and M Ms s θ θ= = . Our tests conducted in this study show that even if a homogenous 

wave field is numerically generated following a cosine-2s model and based on linear 

wave theory the estimated cross spectra involve random errors resulting from the 

‘interaction’ term (Jefferys 1987). For field measurements, much more uncertainties 

exist in cross spectra estimation, such as measurements noises and the nonlinear effects, 

just to name a few. It can be seen from Eqs. (1.3) and (1.6)  that 1 2and s s  are sensitive to 

errors in estimating the cross spectra. A small error in estimating the cross spectra may 

be greatly amplified and result in an extremely large error in estimating the spreading 

parameter as well as significant inconsistency between estimated 1 2and s s . The reported 

significant differences between 1s  and 2s  estimated from field data can be found in 

Hasselmann et al. (1980), Ewing and Laing (1987), Wang and Freise (1997) and the 

database of NDBC (http://www.ndbc.noaa.gov/rmd.shtml). 

 

1.2 Objectives 

From the introduction of pertinent studies on the directional waves, it is noted that the 

DHWM has the capability of filling the gap that there is no reliable nonlinear 

deterministic analysis method for examining the quality of field measurements. For the 

analysis of directional waves on strong currents, it needs to be extended to account for 

the effects of Doppler frequency shift. Moreover, the estimation of wave energy 

spreading properties using the conventional approach is not stable. It could be improved 

with an alternative approach. Therefore, the objectives of this study are: 
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1) Conducting deterministic analysis to examine the consistency of field 

measurements of different type of sensors or same type of sensors at different locations 

using a Directional Hybrid Wave Model; 

2) Extending a Directional Hybrid Wave Model to allow for the deterministic 

analysis of directional waves in the presence of strong current; and 

3) Developing a new scheme to estimate the directional energy spreading that is less 

sensitive to the errors in the estimated cross spectra. 
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CHAPTER II  

DIRECTIONAL HYBRID WAVE MODEL* 

 

2.1 Mode Coupling Method and Phase Modulation Method 

2.1.1 Background 

Ocean waves are often modeled by a superposition of many monochromatic waves with 

different frequencies, amplitudes and directions. The basic wave components are known 

as free waves, whose frequency and wavelength obey the dispersion relationship. Due to 

the nonlinear nature of surface water waves, free waves interact with each other when 

they travel in the same area. Based on their effects on wave characteristics, wave-wave 

interactions are classified into strong and weak interactions. The phenomena of strong 

interactions are observable soon after the free waves start to interact, while those of 

weak interactions become substantial only after hundreds of wave periods (Phillips, 

1979 and Su & Green, 1981). Weak interactions, also known as resonance wave 

interactions, may occur when the frequencies and wavelengths of interacting free waves 

satisfy the resonance condition. Resonance interactions result in energy transfer among 

free waves of different frequencies (Phillips, 1960, and Hasselmann, 1962) and hence 

are crucial to long duration or distance wave energy evolution in the air-sea interactions 

(Komen et al., 1994). Strong interactions among free waves change the resultant wave 

characteristics, which is often quantified in terms of bound (or force) waves. Different 

from free waves, the wavelength and frequency of a bound wave do not obey the 

dispersion relationship. Although bound waves are observable immediately after the 

interactions start, they disappear after the interacting waves no longer overlap (Yuen & 

Lake, 1982). Hence, in the studies of the evolution of wave characteristics in a short 

duration or distance (a few typical wave periods or wavelengths), we focus on strong 

interactions while neglect weak interactions. 

                                                 
*  Parts of this Chapter are copied from class notes of OCEN689 at TAMU (Zhang, 2005). 
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Most analytic and numerical studies on the evolution of a nonlinear wave train in space 

and time are based on the information of the free (linear) waves consisting of the wave 

train. The wave characteristics are the superposition of those of free wave components 

and the nonlinear interaction among them. In reality, measured wave properties, such as 

wave elevation, pressure and kinematics, do not directly divulge the information of free 

waves but the resultant of all free waves and their interactions (bound waves). Linear 

decomposition of a measured wave field considers all waves (including bound waves) as 

free waves, which may result in significant errors in many applications, such as 

prediction of wave kinematics and estimation of energy loss due to wave breaking, 

especially when waves are steep (Spell et al., 1996, Meza et al., 2000). To estimate the 

wave characteristics accurately, the bound waves need to be excluded from the resultant 

wave field, but the computation of bound waves needs the information of free waves. 

Hence, nonlinear decomposition is accomplished through iterative procedures. To reach 

accurate results for the decomposition, perturbation solutions for computing bound 

waves or strong interactions must converge. In this Chapter, we introduce two different 

types of perturbation methods, known as Mode Coupling Method (MCM) and Phase 

Modulation Method (PMM), used in Directional Hybrid Wave Model (DHWM). 

 

The majority of perturbation methods for computing strong interactions belong to the 

school of conventional perturbation methods. MCM or Stokes expansion methods may 

be the most widely used one (West et al., 1974). A common thread linking all 

conventional perturbation methods is their solution characterized by linear phase and 

exponential (or hyperbolic) function for modeling the velocity potential and elevation of 

free and bound waves. In a conventional method, the phase of a free or bound wave is 

linear in the horizontal coordinates and time (only constant wavenumber and frequency 

are allowed). Linear phase allows relatively simple algebraic manipulation in deriving 

solutions and provides direct relation to the Fast Fourier Transfer (FFT) of wave records. 

However, the conventional solution may result in slow convergence or even divergence 
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if truncated at certain orders in wave steepness, which will be elaborated in the following 

text.  

 

A modulated phase involving non-constant wavenumber was employed for studying the 

variation of the elevation of a short wave riding on a wave of drastically longer 

wavelength by Philllips (1981), and the numerical calculation by Longuet-Higgins 

(1987). A complete solution in phase modulation formulation truncated at third order 

was derived using a conformal mapping approach for the strong interaction between a 

periodic short and long wave (Zhang et al., 1993). Owing to the explicit use of 

modulated phase in the solution, the related perturbation method was given the name, 

Phase Modulation Method (PMM). In principle, a PMM solution differs from that of a 

conventional perturbation method in two major aspects. First, it employs a nonlinear 

phase for a modulated wave so that its modulated wavenumber and frequency can be 

directly accounted by the phase. Secondly, a PMM solution for the potential of a 

modulated wave is constructed differently from that of a conventional method. Although 

the former remains the product of two functions, it is no longer formulated according to 

a variable separation method for solving the Laplace equation as used in a conventional 

method. The advantage of a PMM solution is to render convergent solution while the 

corresponding conventional solution may fail. The disadvantage is that its derivation is 

more complicated and lengthy than in a conventional method, especially when 

conformal mapping approaches are used. Hence, in quantifying strong interactions in an 

irregular wave field of a broad-banded spectrum, the PMM was used as a 

complementary method to the MCM, providing convergent solutions for the strong wave 

interactions where the latter fails (Zhang et al., 1996 & 1999a). 

 

For an irregular wave field, the linear solution of a single wave is viewed as a general 

solution at first order because the total first-order solution for an irregular wave field is 

the superposition of the linear solution for each free wave involved in this wave field. A 

second-order general solution involves at most two distinct free waves. The second 
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harmonic of a free wave is a special case resulting from the interaction with itself. 

Noticing that the DHWM is truncated up to second order in wave steepness, so only the 

solution involving a pair of free wave components is discussed in the following text.  

 

2.1.2 Governing Equation for Surface Gravity Waves 

Cartesian coordinates are defined such that the plane of x-o-y is coincident with the still 

water level (SWL) and the z-axis points upward. Assuming that water is incompressible 

and flow is irrotational, the velocity potential satisfies the Laplace equation: 

 

 2 0φ∇ = . (2.1) 

 

When water is deep or its depth, h, is uniform, then the bottom boundary condition for 

the potential is 

 

 0    zφ∇ → → −∞ , (2.2) 

or 

 0     at z h
z
φ∂

= = −
∂

. (2.3) 

 

In the absence of wind and neglecting surface tension and Coriolis force, the dynamic 

and kinematic boundary conditions at the free surface are given by: 

 

 21 ( )         at 
2

g C t z
t
φ η φ η∂

+ + ∇ = =
∂

, (2.4) 

 0          at h h z
z t
φ η φ η η∂ ∂

− − ∇ ⋅∇ = =
∂ ∂

, (2.5) 

 

where η  is the surface elevation, ( )C t  the Bernoulli constant to be chosen so that  z = 0 

located at the SWL and g the gravitational acceleration. Notations∇ and h∇  stand for the 
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gradient and horizontal gradient operators, respectively. In the absence of lateral 

physical constraints, a periodic lateral boundary condition for waves is invoked. 

 

2.1.3 Solution Using MCM 

The Mode Coupling Method (MCM), also known as Stokes Expansion, is applied to 

solve Eqs. (2.1) − (2.5) for deep or intermediate water depth conditions. In MCM,φ ,  η  

and C are expressed as the perturbation series: 

 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 2 3 jφ φ φ φ φ= + + + + + ⋅⋅⋅  (2.6) 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 2 3 jη η η η η= + + + + +  (2.7) 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 2 3  jC C C C C= + + + + + ⋅⋅⋅  (2.8) 

 

The (j) indicates the order of perturbation. Using the Taylor expansion, the free surface 

boundary conditions, i.e. Eqs. (2.4) − (2.5), are expanded at the still water level ( 0z = ). 

And then Eq. (2.6) is substituted into the Laplace equation and boundary conditions. The 

equations are sorted and grouped according to the order of general wave steepness, 

defined as i ja k , i may or may not equal to j. the hierarchy equations are solved 

sequentially from lower to higher order until the required accuracy is reached. The 

details can be found in Longuet-Higgins & Stewart (1960) and are omitted here. 

 

Eqs. (2.9) and (2.16) are the second-order solutions for two interacting free waves. They 

represent the general solution for φ  and η  at second order because the total second-

order solution for a wave field is equal to a double summation of this second-order 

general solution over all possible pairs of free waves in the wave field.  

 

 ( )
2

1

1

cosh ( )
sin

cosh( )
jj

j
j j j

k h za g
k h

φ ψ
σ=

⎡ ⎤+⎣ ⎦= ∑  (2.9) 
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1 21 2 2
( ) 1 2

1 2

1 21 2 2
( ) 1 2

1 2

cosh 2 ( )3 sin 2
8 sinh

cosh ( )
sin

2 cosh

cosh ( )
sin

2 cosh

j j j
j

j j

a k h z

k h

k k h za a A
k k h

k k h za a A
k k h

σ
φ ψ

σ ψ ψ

σ ψ ψ

=

−

+

⎡ ⎤+⎣ ⎦=

⎡ ⎤− +⎣ ⎦+ −
−

⎡ ⎤+ +⎣ ⎦+ +
+

∑

 (2.10) 

 

where, 

 

 
( )( ) ( )
( ) ( )

3 2 2
2 1 2 1 2

( ) 2
2 2 1 2 1 2

2 1 1 1 1

1 tanh

k
A

k k k k k h

λ λ α α λ α α

λ α

⎡ ⎤Γ ± − + −⎣ ⎦=
−

∓

∓ ∓
∓

∓ ∓ ∓
 (2.11) 

 coth( ),     1, 2j jk h jα = =  (2.12) 

 j j j jk X tψ σ δ= ⋅ − +  (2.13) 

 ( )1 2cos θ θΓ = −  (2.14) 

 1

2

σλ
σ

=  (2.15) 

 

ja , jσ , jk , 1θ , and jψ  are the wave amplitude, frequency, wavenumber, wave direction 

and linear phase, respectively. By default, 2 1σ σ> . 

 

 ( )
2

1

1
cosj j

j
aη ψ

=

= ∑  (2.16) 
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2

1 2 2
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2

3cosh(2 ) 12 cos 2
4 sinh ( ) sinh ( )

1 cos
2

1 cos
2

j j j
j

j j j

a k h
g k h k h

a a k A M

a a k A M

σ
η ψ

λ ψ ψ
α

λ ψ ψ
α

=

− −

+ +

⎡ ⎤
= + −⎢ ⎥

⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

⎡ ⎤+ − − + −⎣ ⎦

⎡ ⎤+ + + +⎣ ⎦

∑

 (2.17) 

 

where, 

 

 ( )2
( ) 1 21 1M λ λ α α= + − Γ ±∓  (2.18) 

 

In using MCM, there is a weakly nonlinear assumption that all general wave steepness 

must be much smaller than unity, 1i ja k , to assure the convergence of Eq. (2.6).  This 

requirement may be satisfied in a wave field of a relatively narrow banded spectrum. 

However, in the case of a wave field of a broad-banded spectrum one or several wave 

steepnesses may be close to or even greater than unity. For example, if 1 1 0.12a k =  and 

the wavelength ratio is 1 2/ 1/ 9k k = , 1 1 1.08a k = . Thus, certain second- and high-order 

solutions related to these wave steepnesses may not be much smaller than lower-order 

solutions. Under this circumstance, truncated MCM solutions converge slowly or even 

diverge. 

 

The above convergence difficulty may be eased and eventually overcome if the 

perturbed solution is truncated at orders high enough. However, not only high-order 

solutions for multiple interacting free waves become extremely lengthy and complicated, 

but also new types of convergence difficulties may occur (Zhang, 2005) and the details 

are omitted here because we only discuss the solutions up to second order. 
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2.1.4 Solution Using PMM 

A periodic wave train is steady in the coordinates moving at its phase velocity. Using 

conformal mapping approach, the physical fluid domain of a steady periodic wave train 

can be mapped onto a rectangular domain whose coordinates respectively correspond to 

streamlines and equal-potentials of the wave train in the physical domain. The solution 

for a periodic wave train is first derived in the mapping domain and then converted to 

the form in the physical fluid domain (Schwartz, 1974, Cokelet, 1977). This approach 

was extended to study the interaction between a co-linear weakly nonlinear short-wave 

and long-wave train in deep water (Zhang et al., 1993) and in intermediate water depth 

(Chen and Zhang, 1998). The short-wave solution expressed in the physical domain 

(Cartesian coordinates) clearly shows that the amplitude and phase of its elevation are 

modulated along the long-wave surface and more importantly reveals its potential 

function being modulated both vertically and horizontally. 

 

The solutions derived using conformal mapping approaches provided valuable 

knowledge on the physical interpretation and structure of a PMM solution. One of the 

important findings is that the solutions derived respectively using a MCM and PMM are 

identical up to a truncated order when both are convergent and converted to the same 

format of functions. This finding laid a solid foundation for the development of a new 

approach, known as solution-matching approach (Zhang, 2005). It directly renders a 

PMM solution in the Cartesian coordinates based on the matching with the 

corresponding MCM solution, thus avoiding lengthy procedures of conformal mapping. 

 

There are three steps in the solution-matching approach to derive a PMM solution. First, 

a general PMM solution with unknown modulation functions is proposed for a 

modulated wave. The constraints on these modulation functions are obtained to satisfy 

the Laplace equation. Secondly, taking the advantages of the fact that an expanded PMM 

solution is identical to the corresponding MCM solution up to a truncated order, the 

unknown modulation functions are determined by matching them. The finally task is to 
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examine whether or not the PMM solution derived through matching satisfies the 

Laplace equation, bottom and free-surface boundary conditions for the short-wave train 

and more importantly to show that it is convergent when the corresponding MCM 

solution diverges. 

 

Following the procedure above, The PMM solution for a short wave modulated by a 

long wave is: 

 

 ( ) ( ) ( )1 3
3

3

, , , , , ,a g V z x y t H x y t zφ
σ

=  (2.19) 

 ( )(1)
33 3 1 , , cosaa f x y tη ψ= +⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦  (2.20) 

 

where, 

 

 ( )3( , , , ) exp ( , , ,kV z x y t k z f x y z t= +⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦  (2.21) 

 3( , , , ) sinH x y t z ψ=  (2.22) 

 3 3 3 , ( , , , )k f x y z tψ φψ ψ= +  (2.23) 

 3 3 3 , ( , , )
lz

k f x y tψ ηη
ψ ψ

=
= +  (2.24) 

 ( ) ( )3 1 3 13 3

1 1 ( ) ( )cos k k k z k k k z
kf a B e B eψ − − + −

− +
⎡ ⎤= −⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

 (2.25) 

 ( ) ( )3 1 3 13 3

, 1 1 ( ) ( )sin k k k z k k k zf a B e B eψ φ ψ − − + −

− +
⎡ ⎤= − +⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

 (2.26) 

 ( ) ( ) 2
1 3 1 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 1cos 1af a k B B B Bψ λ λα λ− + − +

⎡ ⎤= − − + − Γ + +⎣ ⎦  (2.27) 

 ( ) ( ), 1 1 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )sinf a B B B Bψ η ψ λ λ− + − +
⎡ ⎤= − + − − −⎣ ⎦  (2.28) 

 
( )( ) ( )

( )

3
2

1 1

( ) 2 2 4 2
1 1

1 1 1
2

1 1 2
B

λλ λ α α

λ λ α λ α
−

− + Γ − −
=

− − − Γ +
 (2.29) 
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( )( ) ( )

( )

3
2

1 1

( ) 2 2 4 2
1 1

1 1 1
2

1 1 2
B

λλ λ α α

λ λ α λ α
+

+ − Γ − −
=

+ − + Γ +
  (2.30) 

 

The short wave is denoted by subscript ‘3’ and the long wave by ‘1’. 

 

The details of matching procedures and the proof of the above solution satisfying the 

free-surface boundary conditions were given in Zhang (2005) and are omitted here. As 

shown in the above equations, a PMM solution involves a modulated phase. More 

significantly, the modulated ‘horizontal’ and ‘vertical’ functions ( H and V ) are different 

from the conventional vertical and horizontal functions in a MCM solution. The former 

are NOT based on a variable separation method for solving the Laplace equation. The 

modulated ‘vertical’ function, V , depends dominantly on the vertical coordinate but also 

weakly on the two horizontal coordinates and time as indicated by the modulation 

function, kf . The exponential index of V is no longer a linear function of z. The 

modulated ‘horizontal’ function, H , depends dominantly on the two horizontal 

coordinates and time and weakly on the vertical coordinate. While the modulation of 

elevation amplitude is explicitly described by af , the modulation of potential amplitude 

is implicitly involved in kf . In general, the modulated phase of the short-wave elevation 

is slightly different from that of the potential at undisturbed long-wave surface and the 

difference is denoted by 3 ,k fψ η . ,, ,  k af f fψ φ  and ,fψ η  depend on the characteristics of the 

long-wave train and hence vary slowly in space and time in comparison with the phase 

of the short-wave train. 

 

To describe the physics clearly, we can simply Eqs. (2.25) − (2.28) for unidirectional 

wave in deep water case. Notice that in deep water, ( )coth 1j jk hα = =  
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 1
1 1cosk z

kf a e ψ−= −  (2.31) 

 1
, 1 1sink zf a eψ φ ψ−=  (2.32) 

 1 1cosaf ε ψ=  (2.33) 

 , 0fψ η =  (2.34) 

 

When z → −∞ , the term, 1
1 1cosk za e ψ−  involved in kf , seems to grow infinitely, which 

violates the bottom boundary condition. However, it should be noticed that 

3exp[ ( )] 0kk z f+ ↓  in the range 3 (1)k z O∼  (where 1 (1)k z O  because 1 3k k ). The 

reason for imposing the limit on the depth range 3 (1)k z O∼  is that the short-wave 

potential is trivial far beyond that range. Eq. (2.33) clearly represents the modulation by 

first harmonics of the long wave. 

 

When 3 1 3 1 and (1),k k k a O∼  it was shown in Section 2.1.3 that the corresponding 

MCM solution is divergent. Hence, we examine the convergence of the PMM solution 

under this scenario. First, the perturbed solution decays with the increase in perturbation 

orders. Secondly, noticing that 1( )af O ε∼ , the modulation of the amplitude of short-

wave elevation is of order 1( )O ε , which is an order smaller than the short-wave 

amplitude. Although the modulation in the phases of the potential and elevation can be 

of order 1 3 (1),a k O∼  the order of the short-wave amplitude remains unchanged because 

the phase modulation is contained in a sine or cosine operator (Eq. (2.23)). In addition, 

all modulation functions are convergent, namely, the modulation caused by the long-

wave second harmonic is an order smaller than that by the long-wave first harmonic. 

Hence, the PMM solution is well behaved even when 3 1 3 1and (1)k k k a O∼ . 
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2.2 Numerical Scheme of Directional Hybrid Wave Models 

2.2.1 Decomposition 

To ensure the solution for strong interactions or bound waves is convergent, two 

complementary perturbation methods, namely MCM and PMM are used in Directional 

Hybrid Wave Model (DHWM). In principle, the computation of bound waves in an 

irregular wave field is made using a MCM general solution as long as it converges and a 

PMM is used only when the corresponding MCM solution likely diverges. It is because 

the computation using a MCM solution is simpler than using a corresponding PMM 

solution. Considering the computation of bound waves employing two different 

perturbation methods, the related wave models are named as Hybrid Wave Models. 

 

To apply the two methods respectively to the interactions between free waves of quite 

different and close frequencies, free waves of relatively close frequencies are bundled 

into bands in the frequency domain. Depending on the frequency range of free waves 

involving substantial energy, a spectrum can be divided into six or more bands in the 

frequency domain as sketched in Figure 2.1. Bands are numbered from 0 to 5 in the 

order from low to high frequency. The spectral peak of ocean waves having a single-

peak spectrum is likely located in Band 1. We define that free waves in Band 0 do not 

have significant energy. Thus the interaction of free waves in Band 0 with other free 

waves is insignificant and can be neglected. Although the cutoff frequency is set at the 

end of the last band (Band 5), the cut-off frequency of free waves is at the end of Band 4. 

Only free waves located in Bands 1 to 4 may have significant energy and consequently 

we only consider interactions among the free waves in these bands. In the case of a wave 

field being extremely broad banded, the number of bands of free waves involving 

significant wave energy can be more than four. As shown in Figure 2.1, the frequencies 

of any pair of free waves located in the same band or neighboring bands are relatively 

close and so are their wavelengths. Consequently, the interaction between them is 

computed using MCM. On the other hand, the frequencies of any pair of free waves are 
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quite different when they located in two different bands separated by at least one band. 

Therefore, their interaction is computed using PMM. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1 Band division of a typical wave spectrum (Zhang, 2005) 
 

 

 

The DHWM contains two independent computation blocks: decomposition and 

prediction (superposition). When the computation is based on measured wave records, 

we need to decompose the measured wave field to obtain the information of free waves. 

The decomposition is achieved through iterative processes. In the first iteration, free 

waves are approximately computed based on linear wave theory and then bound waves 

are calculated based on the approximated free waves. In the next iteration, the revised 

measurements, in which bound waves have been subtracted or decoupled, are used to 

determine free waves. The newly computed free waves are then used to compute bound 

waves again. The iteration continues until the discrepancies between two sets of free 
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waves computed from two consecutive iterations are smaller than a prescribed error 

tolerance. The above iterative processes also involve additional steps to determine the 

wave direction, the number of directional free waves at each discrete frequency to 

represent the directional spreading and the initial phase of free waves. A flowchart 

illustrating the processes of iteration is sketched in Figure 2.2. The decomposition 

consists of three major steps: wave direction estimation, initial phase estimation, and 

computation and subtraction of the bound waves from the measurements. To achieve 

relatively fine resolution in wave direction using as few as three simultaneous wave 

records, the estimate of wave energy spreading is based on data-adaptive methods, such 

as Maximum Likelihood Method (MLM) and Maximum Entropy Method (MEM). In 

DHWM, the extended MLM (EMLM) was employed (Isobe et al., 1984). Knowing the 

directional spreading at a frequency, one or several directional free waves are chosen 

such that their amplitudes and directions conserve the total energy and approximately 

resemble the energy spreading at the frequency. The initial phases of the free waves are 

then determined by minimizing the square of the differences between the measurements 

and the resultant of predicted free and bound waves. Once the initial phases, amplitudes 

and directions of free waves are computed, the bound waves resulting from their 

interaction are calculated and then subtracted from the corresponding measurements.  
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Figure 2.2: Flowchart of decomposition (Zhang, 2005) 

 
 
 
2.2.2 Superposition 

The information of free waves obtained in the decomposition or from other sources can 

be used for the prediction of resultant wave characteristics in the time domain. Wave 

characteristics predicted within an area of a few typical wavelengths from the location of 

measurements are relatively accurate. Further away from the measured location, either a 

higher order model should be used or the accuracy of prediction deteriorates. The 

computation of a bound wave using either MCM or PMM follows the same principles 

described in the decomposition. Based on the band division, the former is used to 
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compute bound waves resulting from any pair of free waves located in the same band or 

neighboring bands while the latter to compute bound waves resulting from any pair of 

free waves in two different bands separated by at least one other band. After the bound 

waves are calculated, their contribution is added to that of free waves to render the 

resultant wave characteristics at a given location. To be consistent with the assumption 

made in wave decomposition, the contribution from the free waves in Band 0 is included 

in the resultant wave characteristics while their interaction with other free waves are 

neglected. 
 

2.3 Applications 

The linear wave theory is widely employed in engineering practice and usually renders 

fairly good results.  However, in cases that ocean waves are steep and have a broad band 

spectrum, the contributions from bound wave components at either low or high 

frequencies could be significant and the linear wave theory could fail in predicting the 

wave properties. Zhang (1999c) showed some applications of DHWM where linear 

theory fails. One of the examples is the estimation of kinematics near wave crests. It was 

well documented that the predicted particle velocity near a steep wave crest based on 

linear wave theory is far from satisfied (Wheeler, 1970). But the DHWM is able to 

predict the kinematics much more accurately because it distinguishes bound waves from 

free waves and computes their contributions to the wave kinematics accordingly. 

Another example is the estimation of low-frequency responses of a SPAR. Strong 

interactions among free waves are known to generate different-phase bound waves of 

very low frequencies close to the natural frequencies of a SPAR and may resonantly 

excite slow-drift motion of a SPAR. The DHWM can predict the kinematics of free 

waves and low frequency bond waves accurately, which is used as the input to the 

Morison Equation to calculate wave forces and then the surge, pitch and heave motions 

of a SPAR in the time domain (Cao & Zhang, 1997). Meza et al. (2000) applied DHWM 

to the study on the free wave energy dissipation due to wave breaking. The changes in 

wave energy at low- and high-frequency bands due to wave breaking were clearly 
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depicted after the contributions from bound waves were excluded using DHWM. The 

DHWM is also an excellent tool for the determination of boundary conditions of 

nonlinear numeric wave tank. In Chapter IV, the application of DHWM on WACSIS 

data analyses will be explored in detail. 
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CHAPTER III  

WACSIS DATABASE 
 

3.1 Introduction of WACSIS 

The Wave Crest Sensor Inter-comparison Study (WACSIS) was designed as a thorough 

investigation of the statistical distribution of crest heights. Measurements were made in 

the southern North Sea during the winter of 1997-1998 from the Meetpost Noordwijk 

(MPN) platform in 18 m water depth. The platform is one of the stations of the North 

Sea monitoring Network and located 9 kilometers off the Dutch coast, near the coastal 

resort of Noordwijk. Figure 3.1 shows a picture of MPN looking from the Northwest. 

 
 
 

 

 
Figure 3.1: Northwest corner of MPN (Prevosto et al., 2001) 
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The wave elevation sensors used in WACSIS include Baylor Wave Staff, EMI Laser, 

Marex radar, SAAB Radar, Vlissingen and Marine 300 step gauge. An S4ADW current 

meter was also deployed at 11.5m below the still water level to measure wave-induced 

horizontal velocities and pressure. In addition, a directional Waverider Buoy was 

deployed about one kilometer away from the platform to provide information on wave 

direction. An overview of WACSIS sensors is given in Table 3.1. In order to have 

records from different sensors with common sampling frequencies, the original data was 

resampled at 4Hz, 2Hz, and 1Hz. Figure 3.2 shows the locations of these sensors with 

respect to the platform and the orientation of the platform. The coordinates of the sensors 

whose records are used in the next chapters are listed in Table 3.2. The more 

comprehensive description of the WACSIS and its measurement can be found in 

Forristall et al. (2004) 

 

 

 

Table 3.1: Overview of WACSIS sensors (Prevosto et al., 2001). 
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Figure 3.2: Plan view of sensor layout 

 

 

 

Table 3.2: Coordinates of WACSIS sensors. 

 

Sensor Name X (m) Y (m) Z (m) 

SAAB Radar -15.89 -2.95 N/A 

Marex Radar 1.11 1.83 N/A 

EMI Laser 1.88 1.98 N/A 

Baylor Wave Staff 0.99 0.12 N/A 

S4ADW Current Meter 0 0 -11.5 
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3.2 Structure of Database 

From the 5 months of nearly continuous measurements, approximately 120-hour wave 

records were selected for detailed processing. The data sets were separated into 20 

minute files and can be referred to as the WACSIS Common Data Base, which provides 

a huge resource for us to conduct filed data analysis. The category and related number of 

20-minute time series available for each sensor from these 120 selected hours are 

summarized in Table 3.3. 

 

 

 

Table 3.3: Number of 20-minute time series (Prevosto, et al., 2001). 

 

 

 

The data files are organized in four directories: 

 

1) FSAMP0, corresponds to original data (without re-sampling) 

2) FSAMP4, re-sampling 4Hz 

3) FSAMP2, re-sampling 2Hz 

4) FSAMP1, re-sampling 1Hz 

 

The name of the files divulges the starting time of the time series in the format of 

yymmddhhmm, for example a name 9803051040 indicates the related series started at 

10:40 on March 5, 1998. 
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CHAPTER IV  

INTER-COMPARISON BETWEEN FIELD MEASUREMENTS 
 

4.1 Introduction 

One of the objectives of Wave Crest Sensor Inter-comparison Study (WACSIS) is to 

investigate the suitability and consistency of different wave sensors in measuring wave 

elevations. Detailed information about WACSIS can be found in Chapter III. Since wave 

sensors deployed by WACSIS were confined in a relative small area (about hundreds 

square meters), ocean waves in the vicinity of these sensors were assumed to be uniform. 

Hence, it is possible to conduct a deterministic analysis to examine the consistency of 

these sensors. The Directional Hybrid Wave Model (DHWM) has the capability to 

deterministically decompose and predict a directional wave field. It is able to predict the 

wave characteristics, such as elevation, kinematics and pressure, as a function of time 

based on three or more wave measurements. The prediction is hence compared in the 

time domain with the corresponding measurements which have not been used as input to 

the wave decomposition. The comparisons in this chapter show satisfactory consistency 

among measurements recorded by different sensors after the orientation of a current 

meter was corrected. The study also indicates the DHWM is an useful tool for the 

analysis of field measurements 

 

4.2 Data Synchronization 

Three cases were selected for the analysis of directional wave fields using the DHWM. 

They are respectively named 9803011020, 9803051040 and 9804131100. The sampling 

rate of all data sets used in this study is 2 Hz. The reasons for selecting these cases are: 1) 

relatively steep waves were recorded, and 2) most sensors were functioning 

simultaneously. The peak period and significant wave height of the three cases are 

summarized in Table 4.1. 
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Table 4.1: Wave characteristics of selected cases. 

 

Cases 1/3H  pT  Wave Direction 
at the Peak 

9803011020 2.648 m 7.1 sec 3.69° 

9803051040 3.786 m 8.3 sec -12.44° 

9804131100 3.064 m 10.5 sec -35.15° 

 

 

 

The phase differences of wave characteristics recorded at different locations are the key 

information for determining the directions of waves. Hence, it is necessary to make sure 

that the sampling of different sensors started at the same time. According to linear wave 

theory, wave elevation, pressure and horizontal velocity of a regular wave train should 

be in phase if the corresponding sensors are located at the same horizontal coordinates. 

Because two horizontal velocity components and pressure recorded by S4ADW were at 

the same horizontal coordinates, these measurements were expected to have the same 

phase and hence were selected for the test of data synchronization.  

 

First, the mean-value of measured particle velocities and pressure, that is, the current 

velocity and hydrostatic pressure, were subtracted from the related measurements. Then 

the dynamic pressure head and velocities were compared to examine whether these 

measurements were synchronized, that is, whether the start time of sampling was the 

same. All three cases were examined following the same procedure. For brevity, only the 

test of Case 9804131100 is presented. 
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Time series of measured wave pressure and x-direction horizontal velocity are compared 

in Figure 4.1. The reason for choosing the x-direction horizontal velocity for the 

comparison is that the dominant wave direction is close to the x-direction. Examining by 

the naked eye, one finds there is some phase shift. By using trial and error, it is found 

that if the velocity data are shifted 0.5s ahead, the phases of the two series match better 

than before the shift, as shown in Figure 4.2. 

 

Furthermore, the synchronization of measured pressure head and x-direction horizontal 

velocity was examined by comparing the initial phase of the wave components of 

relatively large amplitude. Using the Fast Fourier Transfer (FFT), the initial phases of 

the pressure head and velocity components were computed. It is known that the 

contribution from nonlinear wave-wave interaction is mainly to the frequency ranges 

much higher or lower than the spectral peak frequency (Zhang, et al. 1996). Hence, the 

comparison of the initial phases of the wave components located near the spectral peak 

based on linear wave theory is valid. Figure 4.3 is the power spectrum plot for Case 

9804131100 and Figure 4.4 shows that the initial phases of wave components containing 

significant energy are almost the same after shifting one time step, 0.5s. We also selected 

four wave components of large energy to compare the initial phases of corresponding 

pressure head and velocity. Table 4.2 lists the amplitude and initial phase of the four 

wave components. The differences in the initial phases between pressure head and 

velocity are small in comparison with the related phase shift of one time step. All above 

comparisons indicate that the initial phases of velocity and pressure are almost identical 

for the major wave components after shifting one time step. In other words, the data is 

synchronized after shifting. The synchronized data set recorded by S4ADW was then 

used as the input to the DHWM for the decomposition. 

 

The synchronization of measurements recorded by EMI laser, Baylor staff, and SAAB 

radar was examined with respect to those by S4ADW. Since these sensors were not 

located at the same location, the synchronization of these records was achieved by 
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comparing the phase delays of the free wave (at the spectral peak) between the 

measurements recorded by these sensors. The time shift made in these time series with 

respect to that of S4ADW is summarized in Table 4.3. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4.1: Time series of pressure and Vx (before shifted) 
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Figure 4.2: Time series of pressure and Vx (after shifted) 
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Figure 4.3: Power spectrum of pressure 
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Figure 4.4: Initial phases of pressure and velocity 

 

 

 

Table 4.2: Comparison of initial phases. 

 

Amplitude Initial Phase 
f (Hz) 

P (m) Vx (m/s) P (rad) Vx (rad) 
0.092 0.1472 0.1091 3.0893 2.9686 
0.104 0.1344 0.0928 1.7120 1.7754 
0.110 0.1424 0.1104 1.2275 1.1629 
0.114 0.1559 0.1035 0.3355 0.3942 
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Table 4.3: Time shift of wave elevation respect to wave pressure. 

 

Sensors 
Cases 

EMI Baylor SAAB 

9803031020 0 sec -0.57 sec -2 sec 

9803051040 N/A N/A N/A 

9804131100 0.94 sec 0.35 sec 0.39 sec 
 

 

 

4.3 Predictions Using DHWM and Their Comparison with Measurements 

The data sets recorded by S4ADW, namely time series of wave dynamic pressure and 

two horizontal velocity components, are referred to as the S4 data set and used as the 

input to the DHWM for the decomposition of a measured directional wave field. It was 

found that measured wave fields selected in this study narrowly spread about a main 

direction at each discrete frequency over the majority of the frequency domain. It was 

then assumed that at each discrete frequency there was only one directional free wave. 

However, at different frequencies, the directions of free waves were usually different. 

After decomposition, the direction, amplitude and initial phase of free waves were used 

to predict wave characteristics.  

 

4.3.1 Case 9803011020 

To examine the wave directions obtained using the DHWM based on the S4 data set, 

they were compared with the corresponding main wave directions obtained from the 

measurements of the Waverider Buoy in Figure 4.5. Although the two measurements 

were made about one kilometer apart, it was expected the two sets of predicted wave 

directions should be close. However, the comparison shows an almost constant 

difference (about 45 ) over the entire frequency range between the two sets of wave 
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directions. Furthermore, the wave directions obtained using the DHWM in the other two 

cases (9803051040 and 9804131100), which will be described later, also show the same 

constant difference from the corresponding results of the Waverider Buoy. Therefore, we 

suspected that the S4ADW might be different from the direction originally reported by 

the sensor installation team. 
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Figure 4.5: Free-wave directions of Case 9803011020 

 

 

 

To substantiate our suspicion, the corresponding elevation data set recorded by the EMI, 

Baylor, and SAAB (later named as EBS data set) was used as the input to the DHWM. 

The wave directions based on the decomposition of the EBS data set are also plotted in 

Figure 4.5.  The comparison shows the results based on the EBS data were very close to 
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those from the Waverider Buoy and had an almost constant difference ( 45 ) from those 

based on the S4 data set. The comparison shows that the wave directions based on the 

EBS data set are in excellent agreement with those based on the S4 data set after the 

orientation of S4ADW is rotated 45  clockwise. These observations confirm our 

suspicion that the true orientation of S4ADW is about 45 clockwise from that originally 

reported. The consistency shown in the comparison also indirectly confirms the 

synchronization of the EBS data set. 

 

The correction in the orientation of S4ADW is further examined by comparing the 

predicted and measured wave elevations. Based on the free waves obtained from the 

decomposition of the S4 data set, the DHWM was used to predict the wave elevation at 

the locations of the Marex and SAAB radars. It should be noted that these two wave 

records were not used in the decomposition of the S4 data set. If the free-wave directions 

are correct, the prediction should match the measurements of Marex and SAAB. Figure 

4.6 and Figure 4.7 show the comparisons between the measurements and the 

corresponding predictions before and after the free wave directions are rotated by 45 . It 

is observed that the prediction based on the corrected directions matches the 

measurement substantially better. The satisfactory agreement between the predictions 

based on the corrected directions and measurements also indicates that the measurements 

recorded by S4ADW, Marex and SAAB are consistent. It is noticed that the prediction at 

the location of Marex matches the corresponding measurements better than that at the 

location of SAAB. This is expected because SAAB was located farther away from 

S4ADW and the prediction error increases with the increase of the prediction distance. 
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Figure 4.6: Comparison between elevations at Marex (9803011020) 

 

 
Figure 4.7: Comparison between elevations at SAAB (9803011020) 
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Conversely, the free waves obtained based on the decomposition of the EBS data set can 

be used to predict the pressure and horizontal velocity at the location of S4ADW. The 

predicted and measured wave pressures at S4ADW are in excellent agreement, as shown 

in Figure 4.8. The agreement is better than that between predicted and measured 

elevation at either Marex or SAAB (Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7), which is also expected. 

Because measured pressure and horizontal velocity were made at 11.5 m below the still 

water level, the contributions from high-frequency free waves were insignificant at deep 

depth. As a result, the ratio of noise to signal in the measured pressure or horizontal 

velocity was relatively high and the results of high-frequency free waves based on the 

decomposition of these measurements usually involved significant errors. Consequently, 

the predicted wave elevation contributed by high-frequency free waves also involved 

significant errors. Figure 4.9 shows the predicted x-direction velocity compared with the 

corresponding measurements with or without the direction correction. It clearly shows 

that the agreement between the prediction and measurement rotated by 45 clockwise is 

much better.  

 

4.3.2 Case 9803051040 

The directions of free waves were calculated using the DHWM based on the S4 data set. 

They are compared with the results from the Waverider Buoy in Figure 4.10. Because 

the corresponding measurements of Marex, EMI, and Baylor are not available in Case 

9803051040, only the elevation at SAAB was predicted and is compared with the 

measurement in Figure 4.11. Similar phenomena were observed in these Figures and the 

same conclusion about the true orientation of S4ADW was reached. 
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Figure 4.8: Comparison between pressures at S4ADW (9803011020) 

 

 
Figure 4.9: Comparison between Vx at S4ADW (9803011020) 
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Figure 4.10: Free-wave directions of Case 9803051040 

 

 
Figure 4.11: Comparison between elevations at SAAB (9803051040) 
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4.3.3 Case 9804131100 

The directions of free waves were obtained using DHWM based on the S4 data and EBS 

data respectively. They are compared with the results of the Waverider Buoy in Figure 

4.12. There also exists a 45 difference over the entire frequency range between the 

record of the Waverider Buoy and the wave direction based on the S4 data. After the 

orientation of the S4ADW rotating by 45 , the results match those of the Waverider 

Buoy and especially those of the EBS data set very well.  
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Figure 4.12: Free-wave directions of Case 9804131100 

 

 

 

Figure 4.13 and Figure 4.14 show the comparisons between the predicted and the 

measured wave elevation at Marex and SAAB, respectively. The trends observed in 

these two Figures are similar to those in the previous two cases. The comparison 

between predicted and measured pressure at S4ADW is shown in Figure 4.15 and that 
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between predicted and measured x-direction velocity at S4ADW in Figure 4.16. 

Observations made in these two figures are similar to those in Case 9803011020. They 

all confirm that the original orientation of the S4ADW was mistaken by 45 and the 

measurements recorded by different sensors are in satisfactory agreement. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4.13: Comparison between elevations at Marex (9804131100) 
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Figure 4.14: Comparison between elevations at SAAB (9804131100) 

 
Figure 4.15: Comparison between pressures at S4ADW (9804131100) 
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Figure 4.16: Comparison between Vx at S4ADW (9804131100) 
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CHAPTER V  

ANALYSIS OF DIRECTIONAL WAVE FIELDS  

WITH STRONG CURRENT 
 

5.1 Introduction 

The Directional Hybrid Wave Model (DHWM) developed by Zhang et al. (1999a) is 

capable of decomposing a directional irregular wave field into its free waves based on 

three or more wave records. Knowing these free waves, it is able to predict wave 

properties deterministically in the vicinity of measurements (Zhang et al., 1999b&c). 

This chapter aims at extending the original DHWM to allow for the analysis of 

directional ocean waves in the presence of strong currents. Assuming that currents are 

uniform and steady and following the derivation of Zhang et al. (1999a), the solutions 

truncated at second order in wave steepness for directional wave interaction in the 

presence of steady and uniform currents were derived using two different perturbation 

methods to ensure rapid convergence. The numerical scheme for the extended DHWM is 

similar to that of the original DHWM except for the addition of iterations to determine 

the intrinsic frequency of each free wave component based on the corresponding 

apparent frequency, velocity of currents, and initially guessed wave direction. 

 

Various numerical tests were conducted to ensure the reliability and convergence of the 

extended DHWM and it was then applied to the analysis of three cases of filed 

measurements selected from the database of the Wave Crest Sensor Inter-comparison 

Study (WACSIS). The comparison between the results obtained respectively using the 

extended and original DHWM demonstrates the Doppler effect of currents on the wave 

decomposition. 
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5.2 Governing Equations and Solutions 

5.2.1 Governing Equations for Directional Wave with Current 

In the presence of uniform and steady currents, the governing equation and boundary 

conditions for an irregular wave field are given below in the Cartesian coordinates with 

the z-axis pointing upwards. 

 

 2 0φ∇ =  (5.1) 

 0    ,     or 0      at .z z h
z
φφ ∂

∇ → → −∞ = = −
∂

 (5.2) 

 ( ) ,  at h hU z
z t
φ η φ η η∂ ∂

= + ∇ + ⋅∇ =
∂ ∂

 (5.3) 

 
21 ( ),  at 

2
U g C t z

t
φ φ η η∂

+ ∇ + + = =
∂

 (5.4) 

 

where, U  is the velocity vector of currents 

 

 x yU u i u j= +  (5.5) 

 

and xu  and yu  are its x- and y- components. Compared Eqs. (5.1) − (5.4) with the 

governing equation and boundary conditions defined in Chapter 2 for an irregular wave 

field without current, they are similar except the inclusion of U in free surface boundary 

conditions, i.e. Eqs. (5.3) and (5.4).  

 

To solve Eqs. (5.1) − (5.4) for the potential and elevation of a directional wave field in 

the presence of uniform and steady currents, we introduce a moving Cartesian 

coordinates (X-Y-Z), which are related to the fixed coordinates through, 

 

 ( ) ( )x yX X i Y j x u t i y u t j x Ut= + = − + − = −  (5.6) 
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 Z z=  (5.7) 

 

In terms of the moving coordinates, the governing equation and boundary conditions 

reduce to the same form as those in the absence of current except for a difference in the 

Bernoulli constant which affects the computation of static pressures. Hence, the 

solutions in terms of the moving coordinates for an irregular wave field in the presence 

of the current are the same as those given in Chapter II. After transforming the variables 

back to those in the fixed coordinates, we can obtain the truncated solutions up to second 

order in wave steepness for the interaction between two free waves using two different 

perturbation methods, respectively, i.e., using MCM for the interaction between a pair of 

free waves of relatively close frequencies and PMM for those of quite different 

frequencies.  

 

5.2.2 Conventional Perturbation Method Solutions:  
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Where 

 

 ,j j A j jk X tψ σ δ= ⋅ − +  (5.9) 
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 ,1

,2

I

I

σ
λ

σ
=  (5.11) 

 

, ,j ja k and jδ  represent the amplitude, wavenumber, and initial phase of the jth wave 

component. jα  and Γ  have the same definitions as Eq. (2.8) and (2.10). ,I jσ and 

,A jσ are the intrinsic frequency and apparent frequency, respectively. They satisfy 

 

 , , jA j I j U kσ σ= + ⋅  (5.12) 

 

By default, we define that a smaller subscript j indicates a free wave of lower frequency, 

i.e. ,2 ,1I Iσ σ> . It should be noted that the apparent frequency is only contained in the 

linear phase jψ . 
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where, 

 

 ( )2
( ) 1 21 1M λ λ α α= + − Γ ±∓  (5.14) 

 

5.2.3 Phase Modulation Method Solutions 

The effects of a short wave on a long free wave are of third order in wave steepness and 

the solution for a long free wave up to the second order is the same as that of a single 
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Stokes wave train. Hence, only the potential and elevation of a modulated short free 

wave are given below. 
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where, 
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Subscripts 1 and 3 denote the long and short free wave, respectively.  

 

In comparing the above solutions with the corresponding solutions in the absence of 

currents given in Chapter 2, we found that they are virtually identical except for the 

frequencies involved in the phases ( for 1 ~ 3j jψ = ). That is, in the presence of currents 
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the frequencies involved in the phases are the apparent frequencies instead of intrinsic 

frequencies as in the absence of currents. 

 

The wave induced horizontal particle velocities and dynamic pressure can be obtained 

through  

 

 ;  u v
x y
φ φ∂ ∂

= =
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 (5.23) 

and Bernoulli equation 

 

 ( )21 1
2

p z C t
g g t g

φ φ
ρ

∂
− = + ∇ + −

∂
, (5.24) 

 

respectively based on the corresponding MCM or PMM solutions of φ . They are listed 

in Appendix A. Noticing that the solutions truncated at second order in wave steepness 

involve at most two distinct free waves, we may straightforwardly extend the above 

solutions to allow for more than two free waves involved in a directional wave field. The 

extended solutions for multiple free wave components are given in Appendix B.  

 

5.3 Numeric Scheme of C-Directional Hybrid Wave Model 

Similar to the original DHWM, the extended DHWM (named as C-DHWM hereinafter) 

consists of two parts: decomposition and prediction (superposition). Given the velocity 

of currents, the decomposition is to retrieve the free waves consisting of a directional 

wave field based on three or more resultant wave property records. The iterative 

procedure in the decomposition of the C-DHWM also involves three fundamental steps: 

wave direction and amplitude estimation, initial phase optimization, and computation of 

nonlinear wave-wave interactions and their subtraction from the measurements. The 

flow chart of the decomposition is sketched in Figure 5.1. 
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Figure 5.1: Flow chart of decomposition part of C-DHWM 
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DHWM, a discrete frequency resulting from the Fast Fourier Transfer (FFT) of a wave 

record is considered as an intrinsic frequency and the magnitude of the corresponding 

wavenumber is obtained following the dispersion relation. In the presence of currents, a 

discrete frequency given by the FFT is the apparent frequency. For computing the 

related intrinsic frequency, we need to know the corresponding wavenumber vector 

while the computation of the magnitude of wavenumber needs the intrinsic frequency. 

Therefore, the calculation of an intrinsic frequency and wavenumber vector is 

accomplished through iterations in a C-DHWM. Initially, the magnitude of a 

wavenumber is approximately calculated based on the corresponding apparent frequency 

using the dispersion relation. Based on a guessed wave direction and approximate 

magnitude of the wavenumber, the related intrinsic frequency is approximately 

calculated using Eq. (5.12) and then the magnitude of a wavenumber is re-calculated 

based on the newly computed intrinsic frequency. When the difference in the magnitudes 

of the intrinsic frequency obtained respectively from two consecutive iterations is 

smaller than a prescribed error tolerance, the approximate magnitude of the wavenumver 

is used to determine directional spreading of wave energy based on the cross spectra of 

resultant wave properties using a Maximum Likelihood Method (MLM) ( Isobe et al., 

1984). Based on the computed direction of free waves, an intrinsic frequency is 

calculated again and so is the magnitude of the corresponding wavenumber. The 

difference between the magnitudes of an intrinsic frequency computed respectively 

before and after the determination of the wave direction is examined again. If it is 

smaller than a prescribed error tolerance, then the decomposition proceeds to the next 

step, otherwise the newly computed wavenumber is employed to re-calculate the wave 

energy spreading using a MLM.  

 

After the amplitude, intrinsic frequency and direction of individual free waves are 

obtained, the rest steps of decomposition, i.e. initial phase optimization and computation 

of nonlinear wave-wave interactions and their subtraction from the measurements, are 

similar to the corresponding ones in DHWM which is described in Chapter II.  
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While the decomposition of a directional irregular wave field employs an iterative 

numerical scheme, the prediction part of C-DHWM can be accomplished 

straightforwardly. Given the information of free waves and currents, resultant wave 

properties at a given location can be obtained by superposing the corresponding 

properties of free waves and nonlinear interactions among them.   

 

5.4 Numeric Verification  

Before applying C-DHWM to real wave data, numeric verification was conducted to 

ensure that its numeric scheme is reliable and especially the iterative procedures of the 

decomposition are convergent. It had been shown in the previous study (Zhang, et al. 

1999a) that the iterative procedures of decomposing a directional wave field in the 

absence of currents were convergent. Therefore, our numerical tests focus on the 

convergence of computing the intrinsic frequencies by decoupling the Doppler effect 

from the corresponding apparent frequencies. The velocity of currents chosen in the 

numerical tests was 1.5 m/s, considered to be a relatively strong current in ocean 

environment and of course much greater than the largest current velocity recorded in the 

WACSIS project. The Doppler effect reaches the maximum when waves are in the same 

or opposite direction to the currents. Hence, we choose following and opposing currents 

in the numerical tests.  

 

 In each numerical test, we first simulated a directional wave field in the presence of 

currents using the prediction part of a C-DHWM, given the amplitude, direction, 

intrinsic frequency and initial phase of a set of free waves and the velocity of currents. 

Three resultant wave properties at given locations were then used as input to the 

decomposition. The sampling rate and duration of a numerical wave record are 2 Hz and 

256 seconds, respectively. The decomposition of a simulated wave field may recover its 

free waves. The comparison between the decomposed (recovered) and given (input) free 

waves may divulge whether or not the numerical scheme of a C-DHWM is reliable and 
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convergent. To demonstrate errors caused by neglecting currents in the decomposition, 

the corresponding results obtained using a DHWM were also included in the comparison. 

To make the numerical tests more realistic, the free waves of a simulated wave field 

were determined based on the characteristics of field measurements. That is, the shape of 

the amplitude spectrum and the direction of free waves were chosen to be similar to a 

case selected from the WACSIS database. Because the amplitudes of free waves in all 

three selected cases from the WACSIS database were relatively small, in numerical tests 

they were magnified on purpose. The nominal wave steepness (defined as the product of 

one half of significant wave height and the wavenumber at spectra peak) is around 0.25 

in numerical tests. The initial phases of free waves were randomly selected from 0 to 

2π and the water depth is set to be 30 m.  

 

5.4.1 Numerical Test 1: PUV Record and Following Currents  

Both mean directions of the simulated wave field and current direction were set at 0°. 

Three different wave properties: dynamic pressure, x- and y-component velocities were 

simulated at the location 6 m below the still water level, resembling the field 

measurements recorded by a PUV sensor. At the beginning, ‘guessed’ directions of all 

free waves were set at 20°, different from their true direction by about 20° - 40°. The 

amplitude, direction, and initial phase of free waves obtained by decomposing simulated 

PUV records using a C-DHWM are compared with those input to simulate the wave 

field in Figure 5.2 − Figure 5.4. The free waves obtained using a DHWM (without 

considering currents) are plotted in Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.5. Figure 5.2 − Figure 5.4 

show that the decomposed free waves obtained using a C-DHWM are virtually identical 

to the input free waves. The excellent agreement indicates the numerical scheme of a C-

DHWM is convergent. However, the decomposed free waves obtained using a DHWM 

are quite different from the corresponding input free waves. Figure 5.2 shows that the 

amplitude spectrum obtained using a DHWM differs from that of input free waves in 

three aspects. First, the DHWM spectral peak shifts to a frequency higher than the input 
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spectrum. Secondly, the DHWM amplitude spectrum is overestimated, especially at high 

frequencies. Thirdly, the input free-wave spectrum has no energy above 0.22 Hz or 

below 0.05 Hz while the DHWM spectrum has significant energy in these high and low 

frequency ranges.  
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Figure 5.2: Comparison of amplitude (PUV, Following current) 
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of direction (PUV, Following current) 
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of initial phase (PUV, Following current) 
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of direction in detail (PUV, Following current) 

 

 

 

The first two differences result directly from neglecting the effect of currents. Owing to 

the following currents, the apparent frequency of a free wave is higher than its intrinsic 

frequency and the increase in the apparent frequency is greater when the intrinsic 

frequency is higher. Noticing that the amplitude spectrum is plotted against the intrinsic 

frequency in Figure 5.2, the DHWM spectrum regards the apparent frequency as the 

intrinsic frequency, resulting in a shift of wave energy toward higher frequencies. The 

magnitude of wavenumber computed in a DHWM was based on the apparent frequency 

and hence is greater than the ‘true’ wavenumber based on the intrinsic frequency. It is 

known that wave induced dynamic pressure and velocity decay exponentially with 

respect to the product of the wavenumber and the distance from the still water level to 

the location of the record. As a result, the transfer function (from pressure or velocities 

to the elevation) used in a DHWM is greatly overestimated due to the overestimated 
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wavenumber and the error is greater at higher frequencies. Consequently, the DHWM 

amplitude spectrum was greatly overestimated in the high frequency range. The third 

difference between the input and DHWM spectra results indirectly from neglecting 

currents. Because the amplitudes of free waves near the spectral peak were estimated 

incorrectly using a DHWM, the interaction among these free waves was also calculated 

incorrectly. Hence, nonlinear bound waves could not be correctly decoupled or 

subtracted from the corresponding resultant wave records. Consequently, the free-wave 

amplitudes in relatively high and low frequency ranges were incorrectly estimated.           

 

Figure 5.5(a) shows the comparison between the directions of free waves obtained using 

a DHWM and those of input free waves. The main discrepancy between the two sets of 

wave directions results mainly from the neglect of the Doppler frequency shift. To 

examine the errors caused by the factors in addition to the frequency shift, both wave 

directions were plotted against the apparent frequency in Figure 5.5(b). It shows the two 

sets of wave directions are close except at relatively high and low frequency ranges. 

Because the three resultant wave records (PUV) used in the decomposition were 

recorded at the same location, the wave directions estimated using a MLM are mainly 

based on the ratio of the two horizontal velocities. Although linear transfer function from 

velocity to surface elevation was overestimated, the ratio of their transfer functions 

remains the same. That is why the discrepancies in wave direction excluding the 

frequency shift are relatively insignificant in the PUV case. The large discrepancies at 

relatively high and low frequencies were caused by incorrect subtraction of nonlinear 

wave-wave interactions from the corresponding wave records. The comparison of the 

input and DHWM initial phases showed similar trends as those of wave directions and is 

omitted for brevity. 

 

5.4.2 Numerical Test 2: Elevation Records and Opposing Currents 

The free waves input to the prediction part of a C-DHWM for simulating a numerical 

wave field were similar to those in the previous test except that the direction of currents 
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(1.5 m/s) was opposite. Wave elevations recorded at locations (0, 0), (15 m, 0), and (0, 

10 m) were used as input to the decomposition. The amplitudes, directions, and initial 

phases of free waves obtained using a C-DHWM were compared with those of input free 

waves in Figure 5.6 − Figure 5.8. Similar to the previous test, in the initial iteration the 

‘guessed’ direction of all free waves was set at 20°. The comparison in these three 

figures confirms the decomposed free waves obtained using a C-DHWM are in excellent 

agreement with the input free waves. To examine the errors caused by neglecting the 

currents in the decomposition, the free waves obtained using a DHWM were compared 

with the input in Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.9. Figure 5.6 shows the DHWM spectral peak 

shifts to a lower frequency than the input spectrum. This is expected because the 

apparent frequency is smaller than the corresponding intrinsic frequency owing to the 

opposing currents. However, in this case the DHWM spectrum would be very close to 

the input spectrum if both of them were plotted against the apparent frequency, which is 

quite different from the observation made in Figure 5.2. This is because wave elevation 

records were used in this case and no transfer function was used in the decomposition. 

Figure 5.6 also shows the DHWM spectrum has some wave energy in very high and 

very low frequency ranges but it is much smaller than that in Figure 5.2. This is because 

the errors in estimating free wave amplitudes near the spectral peak were much smaller 

than those in the previous case. 
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of amplitude (Elevations, Opposing current) 
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Figure 5.7: Comparison of direction (Elevations, Opposing current) 
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Figure 5.8: Comparison of initial phase (Elevations, Opposing current) 

 

 

Figure 5.9: Comparison of direction in detail (Elevations, Opposing current) 
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The free-wave direction obtained using a DHWM and that of input free waves were 

plotted against the intrinsic frequency and compared in Figure 5.9(a). In addition to the 

difference caused by the frequency shift, there are substantial direction discrepancies 

between them over the entire frequency range. To demonstrate these discrepancies 

clearly, both wave directions were also plotted against the apparent frequency in Figure 

5.9(b). Different from Figure 5.5(b) in the previous case, it shows the discrepancies 

between the two sets of wave directions near the spectral peak as well as large 

discrepancies shown in relatively high and low frequency ranges. Noticing that the input 

resultant elevation records were recorded at different locations, the estimated wave 

directions using a MLM were based on the phase delay between two wave records. The 

phase delay is equal to the product of wavenumber and the distance between two wave 

records and hence sensitive to the accuracy in estimating wavenumbers. The 

wavenumber estimated in a DHWM was based on the apparent frequency and the 

estimate of phase delay was hence incorrect. Basded on the observed errors resulting 

from neglecting currents in this case and the previous one, we find that the related errors 

depend on the type of wave records used in the decomposition. 

 

5.4.3 Layout of Wave Elevation Records  

It is known that the accuracy in estimating wave direction depends on the layout of wave 

gages in the absence of current (Panicker and Borgman, 1970). To shed the lights on our 

future analysis of WACSIS field measurements, in this numerical test we particularly 

chose the locations of three elevation records to resemble the locations of the Baylor 

Wave Staff, EMI Laser, and SAAB Radar (later referred as EBS) deployed by the 

WACSIS. For clearly examining the errors caused by the layout mentioned above, we 

artificially excluded the effects of non-linearity on wave direction estimation in this case. 

We used the same free waves and the opposing currents as the previous case to simulate 

a linear directional wave field. The three locations with respect to the main wave and 

currents directions were sketched in Figure 5.10. The input to linear decomposition part 

of C-DHWM and DHWM was the wave elevation recorded at the three locations. The 
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wave directions estimated respectively using linear decomposition part of C-DHWM and 

DHWM were compared with those of input free waves for simulating the linear 

numerical wave field in Figure 5.11 and Figure 5.12. To show the errors not caused by 

the Doppler frequency shift, the wave directions were plotted against the apparent 

frequency in both figures. Figure 5.11 shows that the estimated wave directions using C-

DHWM remain in excellent agreement with those of input free waves, while Figure 5.12 

shows large errors in the estimated wave directions using DHWM. The discrepancies are 

greater than those shown in Figure 5.9(b) (in the frequency range from 0.05 – 0.18 Hz). 

This larger errors observed in Figure 5.12 were caused by the ill-positioned records, that 

is, the locations of three wave records were almost aligned. It is known that if three wave 

sensors are exactly positioned along a line then there always exist two equally possible 

estimated directions symmetric to the line. Considering that the locations of three wave 

sensors in this numerical test were closely although not exactly positioned along a line, 

accurate direction estimation requires accurate estimation of the magnitude of 

wavenumbers that was satisfied in using C-DHWM. Owing to the neglecting the 

Doppler Effect, the magnitude of wavenumbers was not correctly estimated in DHWM. 

Consequently, the wave direction cannot be estimated correctly using DHWM. At high 

frequencies, the errors in estimating wavenumbers increased and the errors in estimating 

wave directions became very large as shown in Figure 5.12.    
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Figure 5.10: Layout of wave elevation sensors (EBS) 

 
 
 
 

 

Figure 5.11: Comparison of direction (Opposing current, EBS layout, C-DHWM) 
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Figure 5.12: Comparison of direction (Opposing current, EBS layout, DHWM) 

 
 
 
 

5.5 Cases from WACSIS Database 

Different from the numeric simulations, field measurements inevitably include effects of 

viscosity, higher-order wave nonlinearity, wave breaking and wind. In addition, they are 

more or less contaminated by noise generated from instruments and the data acquisition 

system. These factors were not considered in the numerical tests. Hence, the applications 

of a C-DHWM to the cases selected from the WACSIS database are essential to examine 

and demonstrate its feasibility and capability.  

 

Data files of sampling rate at 2 Hz in the WACSIS database were used in this study. The 

suitability and consistency of different wave sensors used by the WACSIS were 

investigated earlier in the absence of currents and presented in Chapter IV, showing that 

wave characteristics could be deterministically predicted based on three or more wave 
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records using a DHWM. The present study extends the previous study to allow for the 

analysis of wave records in the presence of significant currents. Three data files 

involving relatively strong currents were selected upon the recommendation (Prevosto, 

2002). They are named as 9802281040, 9803031420 and 9803031800, respectively. The 

directions of currents in the three selected cases were roughly the perpendicular, 

opposite and same as the mean wave directions, respectively. Since wave sensors 

deployed by the WACSIS were within a relatively small area (about hundreds of square 

meters), ocean waves and the current in the vicinity of these sensors were assumed to be 

uniform. To ensure whether or not the currents were steady in 20-min duration, the 

velocity vectors of currents measured by S4ADW are averaged over every 10-min 

period in a span of 30 min. Figure 5.13 presents an example. It shows the velocity 

virtually remains unchanged and validates the assumption of steady currents within 20-

min duration. However, avareage velocities might change their direction completely in a 

4-hour span. Main characteristics of currents and wave fields of the three selected cases 

are summarized in Table 5.1. In each case, all wave records were synchronized in the 

same way as described in Chapter IV.  
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Figure 5.13: Average current velocity vectors from 17:50 to 18:20 (Case 9803031800) 

 

 

 

 

Table 5.1: Wave and current characteristics of selected cases. 

 

Case Name 
Current 

(m/s) 

Current 

Direction 

Wave 

Direction 

at Peak 

Significa

nt Wave 

Height 

Peak 

Wave 

period 

9803031800 0.67 76.7° 39.5° 3.97m 8.70s 

9803031420 0.41 -115.2° 33.3° 2.43m 7.14s 

9802281040 0.70 -117.8° -29.0° 3.19m 8.33s 
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5.5.1 Case 9803031800 (Following Current)  

As shown in Table 5.1, the angle between the wave and current directions is about 37.2°. 

Hence, it was roughly categorized as the following-current case. First, the data files of 

20-min pressure and two horizontal velocity components recorded by S4ADW were 

used as input (PUV data set) to the decomposition part of C-DHWM and DHWM, 

respectively. The free-wave amplitude spectra obtained respectively by these two models 

were plotted against the intrinsic frequency in Figure 5.14. Because S4ADW was located 

10-m below the still water level, the ratio of signal to noise of its measurements was very 

low at high frequencies. Hence, the spectra were truncated at 0.20 Hz. They were also 

truncated below 0.05 Hz because of very weak signal. As expected, the discrepancies 

between the spectra obtained respectively using a C-DHWM and DHWM followed the 

same trends observed in Figure 5.2. The peak of the spectrum predicted by a DHWM 

was shifted to a higher frequency and its amplitudes were overestimated at relative high 

frequencies. For comparison with the wave direction provided by the Waverider buoy, 

the predicted wave directions were plotted against the apparent frequency in Figure 5.15. 

Wave directions predicted by both models were in satisfactory agreement except at 

relatively low frequencies, which is consistent with the observation based on Figure 

5.5(b). Both predicted wave directions were about 15° higher than the results of the buoy. 

Secondly, we used the elevation measurements recorded by the sensors EMI laser, 

Baylor wave staff and SAAB radar (hereinafter referred EBS data set) as the input to the 

decomposition. The two predicted free-wave amplitude spectra were compared in Figure 

5.16, and the predicted wave directions and the corresponding results of the buoy were 

plotted against the apparent frequency in Figure 5.17. Because the ratio of signal to noise 

in the elevation measurements is large enough in the frequency range, 0.20 - 0.25 Hz, the 

corresponding predictions were truncated at 0.25 Hz. The amplitude spectra and wave 

direction predicted using a C-DHWM respectively based on the PUV and EBS data sets 

were consistent. The predicted wave directions are about 10° − 15° greater than those 

given by the buoy. However, in the very low frequency range (0.05 – 0.07 Hz), the 

predicted wave directions were quite different from the buoy results. We suspect the 
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large difference at very low frequencies may result from notorious inaccuracy of buoys 

at very low frequencies.    
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Figure 5.14: Comparison of amplitude based on S4ADW (Case 9803031800) 
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Figure 5.15: Comparison of direction based on S4ADW (Case 9803031800) 
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Figure 5.16: Comparison of amplitude based on EBS (Case 9803031800) 
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Figure 5.17: Comparison of direction based on EBS (Case 9803031800) 

 

 
 

5.5.2 Case 9803031420 (Opposing Current) 

The relative direction between currents and waves was about 148.5°, which is 

categorized as the opposing-current case. Using the PUV data set as input, the free-wave 

amplitude spectra predicted respectively using the two models were plotted against the 

intrinsic frequency in Figure 5.18. The wave directions predicted by the two models and 

the corresponding buoy results were plotted against the apparent frequency in Figure 

5.19. Using the EBS data set as input, the corresponding predictions are plotted in Figure 

5.20 and Figure 5.21. When currents are opposite to the wave direction, apparent 

frequencies are smaller than the corresponding intrinsic ones. The peak frequency of a 

DHWM amplitude spectrum shifted to a lower frequency. Wave amplitudes are under-

predicted at high frequencies when the PUV data set was used as input, consistent with 
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the observation made in the corresponding numerical test. However, the related 

discrepancies are smaller due to small velocity of currents in field measurements.  
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Figure 5.18: Comparison of amplitude based on S4ADW (Case 9803031420) 
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Figure 5.19: Comparison of direction based on S4ADW (Case 9803031420) 
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Figure 5.20: Comparison of amplitude based on EBS (Case 9803031420) 
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Figure 5.21: Comparison of direction based on EBS (Case 9803031420) 
 

 

 

5.5.3 Case 9802281040 (Perpendicular Currents) 

The angle between the wave and current directions is about 88.8° and it is named as 

perpendicular-current case. According to Eq. (5.12), the Doppler effect of currents on 

wave frequencies is insignificant in this case. As expected, we found that the peak 

frequency shift and over- or under-estimated amplitude at high frequencies in a DHWM 

spectrum are insignificant in comparison with those in the previous two cases. For 

brevity, its comparison with the corresponding one of C-DHWM is omitted. 
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CHAPTER VI  

ESTIMATION OF DIRECTIONAL SPREADING PARAMETERS  

OF A COSINE-2S MODEL 
 

6.1 Introduction 

For simulating directional waves numerically or experimentally, a cosine-2s model (Eq. 

1.1) has been widely used to describe waves spreading in a uni-modal wave field. In 

cosine-2s model, both mean wave direction Mθ  and spreading parameter s depend on 

frequency f and are the key factors for the simulation of directional waves when this 

model is employed. Hence, the calibration and collection of various sea states in term of 

these two parameters are of great importance to wave climatology. 

 

A general directional spreading function ( )D θ  at frequency f can be expanded in an 

angular Fourier series 

 

 
1

1 1( ) cos sin
2 n n

n

D A n B nθ θ θ
π

∞

=

⎛ ⎞= + +⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

∑ . (6.1) 

 

where  and n nA B  are the angular Fourier coefficients. In practice, directional waves are 

often measured by three or more wave sensors. Three wave sensors at the same location 

are commonly deployed for measuring directional waves, for example, a pitch/roll buoy 

or the combination of a pressure transducer and a current meter. Based on three 

simultaneous wave measurements recorded at the same location, it is known that only 

the first and second angular Fourier coefficients can be obtained based on the cross 

spectra using a method known as Direct Fourier Transfer (DFT) (Longuet-Higgins et al., 

1963). In the case of the measurements recorded by a pitch/roll buoy,  
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where subscripts 1, 2 and 3 denote wave elevation, x- and y-direction wave slope of the 

surface, respectively, and ijC  and ijQ  are the real and imaginary parts of a cross 

spectrum between wave records i and j. The spreading parameter s and the mean wave 

direction Mθ  are related to the first harmonic through Eqs. (1.3) − (1.5) or the second 

harmonic through Eqs. (1.6) − (1.8). In the following description, we name this approach 

as the conventional approach. 

 

As introduced in Chapter 1, the conventional approach is sensitive to the errors in 

estimating the cross spectra (Figure 6.1), which cause the inaccurate and instable 

estimations of the directional spreading parameter s. For accurate and consistent 

estimates of the directional spreading parameter and mean wave direction of directional 

seas based on a cosine-2s directional spreading model, a new approach is proposed, 

employing a Maximum Likelihood Method (MLM) to estimate the directional spreading 

function and then the angular Fourier coefficients. Because a MLM is more tolerant of 

errors in the estimated cross spectrum than a directional Fourier transfer used in the 

conventional approach, the proposed approach is able to estimate the directional 

spreading parameter more accurately and consistently, which is examined and confirmed 

by applying the proposed and conventional approach, respectively, to the time series 

generated by numerical simulation and recorded in field. 
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Figure 6.1: Sensitivity of s to r ( 2 2
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6.2 Errors in the Estimation of Cross Spectra 

The computation of the cross spectra of a wave field is a prerequisite of estimating its 

directional spreading parameter s and the mean wave direction Mθ . Errors related to 

estimated cross spectra may result from noises occurring in measurements and 

assumptions made in computing wave characteristics, such as the neglecting of nonlinear 

wave interactions, wind, wave breaking, and the viscosity of water. In addition, the most 

common errors result from so called interaction term, which exists even in a 

homogenous wave field numerically generated based on linear wave theory. Since this 
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type of errors is significant and common to the estimated cross spectra and in turn to the 

predicted spreading parameter and mean wave direction, here we briefly show the source 

of the interaction term and the related measure for reducing its magnitude.  

 

To simulate a linear and homogenous directional wave field, a single summation over 

the frequency domain is used to produce a resultant wave property by superposing the 

corresponding one of individual wave components. 

 

 
1

( ) Re ( , , , ) ji
m m j j j

j

t H f x z a e ψθ
∞

−

=

Χ = ∑  (6.6) 

 

where, 2 ,jj j jk x f tψ π δ= ⋅ − + ,j ja k  and jδ  are, respectively, the amplitude, 

wavenumber and initial phase of  j-th component, and t  is time. mH  stands for a linear 

transfer function from the elevation to the m-th wave property. For example, the linear 

transfer functions used in this chapter are listed in Table 6.1. Considering the fact that 

numerically generated or measured wave records used in this study to determine the 

cross spectra are of the same horizontal coordinates, without loss of generality, we may 

put the location of these records coincident with or below the origin of the Cartesian 

coordinates whose x- and y- axis are in the plane of the still water surface and the z-axis 

points upward. Hence, the horizontal coordinates of wave records disappear in the 

following equations. 
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Table 6.1: Linear transfer functions for different wave properties. 

( ) ( )cosh cosh
,  2

cosh sinh
k h z k h z

f
kh kh

π
+ +⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦ϒ = Π =  

 

Wave Property ( , , )mH f zθ

Pressure gρ ϒ  

x-axis velocity cosθΠ  

y-axis velocity sinθΠ  

x-axis displacement cosi θΠ  

y-axis displacement sini θΠ  

 

 

 

To generate an ocean wave field consisting of numerous wave components whose 

frequencies vary almost continuously from low to high, the increment frequency, gf∆ , is 

chosen to be extremely small. That is, it is much smaller than the frequency increment 

used in the decomposition of a wave field into wave components, 1/g df f T∆ ∆ = , 

where T is the duration of wave records used in the decomposition. The use of a single 

summation implies that simulated resultant waves are different in directions at different 

frequencies but uni-directional at each discrete frequency, which seems to contradict the 

concept of wave directional spreading. The seemingly contradictory is resolved owing 

to 1/g df f T∆ ∆ = . The components in frequency band df∆  describe the directional 

spreading properties.  

 

Based on the time series with limited duration T, the decomposed wave component at a 

discrete frequency defined by the FFT, is the convolution of the actual wave components 

(of much finer resolution, gf∆ , in the frequency domain) and the Fourier transform of a 

window function of duration T, 
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 ( ) i
m k mF f H ae Wψ−= ⊗ , (6.7) 

 

where ⊗  denotes convolution. Various window functions, for example rectangular and 

Hanning windows (Harris, 1978), were employed in the digital signal processing. In the 

following equations, a rectangular window is used, which is also employed in our 

analysis of numerical simulation and field measurements. The Fourier transform of a 

rectangular window function is given by 

 

 sin( ) i fTfTW f e
fT

ππ
π

−= . (6.8) 

 

It is noted that the magnitude of W diminishes when f  increases. Hence, Eq. (6.7) can 

be approximated by 

 

 ( )( ) ( , , ) j
k M

i
m k m j j j j k

j k M

F f H f z a e W f fψθ
+

−

= −

= −∑  (6.9) 

 

where M is a relatively large integer and ( 1)g d gM f f M f∆ ≤ ∆ < + ∆ . The above equation 

indicates that the decomposed wave component of discrete frequency, kf , is 

approximately equal to the superposition of 2M+1 wave components used in generating 

resultant wave field whose frequencies range from k gf M f− ∆  to k gf M f+ ∆ . These 

(2M+1) wave components are different in directions and the directional spreading at 

frequency kf   can be approximately realized by appropriately choosing the directions of 

the 2M+1 wave components to follow a prescribed directional spreading function. 

Details about the implementation of the single summation model will be described in the 

following section.  
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Using the Fourier coefficients of the wave properties m and n, the cross spectrum 

between them at discrete frequency, kf , is given by 

 

 * 2 21ˆ ( , , ) ( , , )
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where 
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 ( )jl j l j lf f Tψ δ δ π∆ = − − − , (6.13) 

 

 

and * denotes the complex conjugate. The left hand side of Eq. (6.10) is the estimated 

cross spectrum and the first term at the right hand side is approximately the true cross 

spectrum. The second term, mnδφ , known as the interaction term, is hence the 

discrepancy between the true and estimated cross spectrum.  Since jlψ∆  is a random 

variable, the error, mnδφ , behaves like a random variable as well. Its statistical properties 

were derived by Jenkins and Watts (1968). Although the mean of the error is equal to 

zero, for each individual realization (run) it is not likely to be zero and indeed may not 

be very small. Their results were also confirmed in our numerical tests. For example, the 

normalized error, 11 11/δφ φ , of the computed power spectrum from a single realization 

approximately obeys the chi-square distribution 2
2

1 1
2

χ⎛ ⎞−⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

 with 2 degrees of freedom, 

as plotted in Figure 6.2. In a single realization, the probability for 11 11/ 0.1δφ φ <  is only 
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about 0.0737, indicating that in more than 90% of individual realizations the relative 

error is greater than 10%. To increase the probability for 11 11/δφ φ ε< , where ε  is a 

small positive fraction, say 0.1, a common practice is to chop a time series of a wave 

record into a number of segments of the same duration T. A cross spectrum is calculated 

based on a simultaneous set of segments belonging to a pair of wave records and then 

the corresponding cross spectra of all segments are averaged to render the average cross 

spectrum. The normalized error of the average power spectrum, 2
11 11 2

1/ 1
2 nn

δφ φ χ⎛ ⎞−⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠
∼ , 

obeys the chi-square distribution with 2n degrees of freedom, where n is the number of 

segments used in the average. The probability density functions for related chi-square 

distributions of n = 16 and 128 are also plotted in Figure 6.2. It is shown that the 

variance of the normalized error is greatly reduced with the increase of n. For example, 

the probability that 11 11/ 0.1δφ φ <  increases to 0.7429 when n =128. In reality, however, 

the number of segments is limited due to the overall length of measured wave records 

and even if the measurements have the duration much longer than 20 min the overall 

length of wave records used in the analysis has to be truncated in order to be consistent 

with the assumption of stationary wave fields.  
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Figure 6.2: a) Probability density and b) Cumulative distribution of 11 11/δφ φ  
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6.3 A New Approach for Estimating Directional Spreading   

To obtain consistent and reliable estimation of uni-modal directional seas in terms of Mθ  

and s, we propose a new approach based on the directional spreading function estimated 

using a data adaptive method. It was demonstrated that the directional spreading of a 

measured wave field can be estimated using data adaptive methods, such as Maximum 

Likelihood Method (MLM), Maximum Entropy Method (MEM) and Bayesian method. 

Based on three simultaneous wave records, such as those measured by a pressure-current 

sensor (PUV) or a pitch/roll buoy, a conventional DFT method renders a directional 

energy spreading described by the first and second Fourier coefficients only while a data 

adaptive method is able to render a general approximate energy spreading. Because a 

MLM does not require prescribed (often subjective) parameters and its numerical 

scheme is relatively simple in comparison with a MEM or Bayesian method (Massel and 

Brinkman, 1998), we use a MLM to estimate the directional spreading function. Three 

basic steps involved in our proposed approach are outlined in Figure 6.3 and elaborated 

below. 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 6.3: Flow chart of the proposed approach 

 

 

 

At the beginning, the directional spreading function denoted by ( )D θ  is estimated using 

a MLM based on three or more simultaneous wave records following Isobe et al. (1984). 

In comparison with a prescribed uni-modal wave spreading function following which a 

Measurements ( )D θ Revised ( )D θ  1 1&a b and 1 1& Ms θ  

2 2&a b and 2 2& Ms θ  
MLM FFTRevision
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cross spectrum matrix was generated and used as the input to the MLM, Isobe et al. 

(1984) found that the MLM slightly under-predicted wave energy around the mean wave 

direction while over-predicted energy around the opposite direction. His observation was 

also confirmed in our related numerical tests.   

 

Knowing the shortcomings of the MLM, in the second step we modify the estimated 

directional spreading function ( )D θ  to reduce the discrepancies. The modification is to 

cut wave energy nearby the opposite direction and then add to that around the mean 

direction. As sketched in Figure 6.4, the cut-off angles, denoted by Lθ and Rθ , beyond 

which the wave energy is cut, are chosen based on two criteria: 1) the amount of wave 

energy cut beyond Lθ  and Rθ  is 7% of the total wave energy, and 2) wave energy at 

these two angles are equal, ( ) ( )L RD Dθ θ= . To conserve the total energy, 7% energy 

cut in the tail is added back to the energy spreading function between Lθ  and Rθ . The 

addition at a given direction θ  is proportional to the value of ( )D θ before the cut. 

Hence, the modification of energy spreading keeps the mean wave direction virtually 

unchanged and adds the wave energy mainly around the mean wave direction. It is noted 

that the modified energy spreading function abruptly reduces to zero at Lθ  and Rθ . 

Because the discontinuities at these two directions do not play significant roles in 

determining the first and second Fourier coefficients (for estimating Mθ  and s) of 

modified directional spreading function, no effort was made to smooth them. It is also 

noted that the choice of 7% cut-off energy in the tail is not a rigorous decision. Our 

numerical tests, however, show that the 7% cut works well in reducing the discrepancies 

between the directional spreading function predicted by the MLM and the corresponding 

cosine-2s function used as the input in for a wide range of s. It should be noted that the 

above modification to ( )D θ  may fail if the estimated directional spreading function is of 

bi- or multi-modal. Hence, the application of the proposed approach should be limited to 

sea states of uni-modal directional spreading. At the third step, the first and second 
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Fourier coefficients of the modified ( )D θ  are obtained using the FFT and then the 

parameters 1s  and 1Mθ  or 2s  and 2Mθ  are calculated using Eqs. (1.3) − (1.8).  

 

 

 

 
Figure 6.4: Sketch of the modification of ( )D θ  

 

 

 

6.4 Application to Numerically Generated Wave Records 

6.4.1 Numeric Simulation of Directional Waves 

Numeric simulation of directional waves provides an indispensable tool for studies of 

their properties. The primary purpose of this section is to introduce the background 
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information for the numeric simulations which are adopted in this chapter to verify the 

proposed approach. 

 

Two different principles exist in numeric simulations of directional waves, deterministic 

and probabilistic approach. The deterministic method is also known as the random phase 

(RP) method. In this method, the amplitude of each Fourier component is set 

deterministically according to the desired or target frequency spectrum and the initial 

phase is set to a random variable with a uniform distribution from –π to π. The wave 

elevation time series is obtained by an inverse Fourier transform. The main advantage of 

the RP method is that the target spectrum can be matched over the recycling length of 

the simulation. The probabilistic approach is also known as the random Fourier 

coefficient method or nondeterministic spectral amplitude method. In this technique, the 

Fourier coefficients (real and imaginary parts) are first set to independent random 

variables having a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and unit variance. The 

amplitude of a wave component is then multiplied by the square root of the related 

discrete area of the target spectra. A subsequent inverse Fourier transform yields the 

desired wave elevation time series. Any particular realization of a relatively short 

duration will produce spectral shapes with statistical variability similar to that of real 

wave spectra of the same duration. Since in this study we only employ the deterministic 

approach, the following description is limited to the RP method. Regarding the RP 

method, several different models have been presented in the literature over the past 

decades. They are generally classified as Double Summation Model and Single 

Summation Model (Miles and Funke, 1989). 

 

a) Double Summation Model 

The double summation model for the wave elevation of a linear Gaussian directional sea 

was original proposed by Borgman (1969) and one version of the double summation 

model (Miles and Funke, 1989) is given by: 
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where, 

 

 ( ) ( )2 ,ij i i ja S f D f fη θ θ= ∆ ∆  (6.15) 

 
2il i l

P
σ σσ σ ∆ ∆⎛ ⎞= − +⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠
 (6.16) 

 

P is the number of wave component in a frequency band of width σ∆ . In this version, a 

unidirectional wave train traveling in direction jθ  is constructed in each frequency band 

σ∆  centered at iσ . Miles and Funke (1989) indicated that the variance of wave energy 

in a frequency band σ∆  decrease with the increase of P. If P is sufficiently large, the 

variance of wave energy over space can be reduced to an acceptable level. It should be 

pointed that their conclusion is no longer valid if the resolution of the spectra analysis 

is / Pσ∆ , instead of σ∆ . If 1
2df P

σ
π

∆
= , the resultant wave field is neither ergodic nor 

spatially homogeneous. Jefferys (1987) shown that these effects are caused by wave 

components that propagate in multiple directions with identical frequencies, which 

produces an artificial phase locking in any given realization. As a consequence, the 

average wave power in a frequency band will vary over space from approximately zero 

to four times its mean value. The phase lock phenomenon is one of the basic properties 

of all the double summation models.  

 

b) Single Summation Model 

The other approach to synthesize a directional sea is to superpose each sinusoidal 

component with a unique frequency together. The propagate direction of each 
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component is selected based on the target directional spreading function. This will 

produce a spatially homogeneous wave field. The single summation model is defined by 

 

 ( ) ( )
1

, , cos cos sin
N

i i i i i i
i

x y t a t k x yη σ θ θ δ
=

= − + +⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦∑ . (6.17) 

 

As opposed to the double summation model, it takes a small band of frequencies to 

describe the directional spreading properties. It is required that the frequency increment 

in wave generation, gf∆ ,  is much smaller than the that used in the decomposition of a 

wave field into wave components, 1/df T∆ = , where T is the duration of wave records 

used in the decomposition. In a frequency band, df∆ , the directional spreading properties 

could be simulated.  

 

The selection of direction of propagation of each frequency component with a frequency 

increment of gf∆ can be made in several ways. One of them introduced by Sand and 

Mynett (1987) is described below. The direction is randomly selected following a 

mapping procedure shown in Figure 6.5. The curve shown in Figure 6.5 is the 

cumulative distribution of wave direction calculated based on a given directional 

spreading function. A random number following the uniform distribution ( )0,1U  is 

selected and then the corresponding direction iθ  is obtained through the mapping shown 

in the figure. For a narrow and symmetric directional distribution the cumulative 

function becomes rather steep around 0.5, so that the directions close to the mean wave 

direction Mθ are more likely to be selected. If the number of wave components in a 

frequency band, df∆  is large enough, the target spreading function could be reproduced 

very well. 
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Figure 6.5: Random selection of direction of each free wave component 

 
 
 

6.4.2 Numerically Generated Time Series  

Before applying the proposed approach to the measurements of ocean waves, it is 

desirable to examine its accuracy and consistency under ideal conditions, that is, 

applying it to numerically simulated wave records which are free of measurement noises 

and errors due to the assumptions made in computing wave characteristics. Based on the 

time series of a wave field simulated following a cosine-2s spreading function of 

prescribed values of s and Mθ , the corresponding values of s and Mθ  can be estimated 

using the proposed and conventional approach, respectively. The comparison between 

the estimated and the prescribed directional spreading parameter and mean wave 

direction may divulge the accuracy of the proposed approach and its superiority over the 

conventional approach. It is important to emphasize that the simulated wave records 

used as the input to the two approaches are time series recorded at a fixed point, 
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resembling the measurements of ocean waves made by a pitch/roll buoy or a PUV. In 

some previous studies of data adaptive methods (for example, Isobe et al, 1984, 

Hashimoto, 1997), cross spectra were calculated directly based on a prescribed 

directional spreading function and used as the input to numerical tests. Of course, the use 

of the cross spectra directly calculated based on a prescribed directional spreading 

function avoids the error resulting from the interaction term as described in Section 6.2, 

which may make the comparison look better. In our opinion, however, such numerical 

tests are unrealistic because the measurements of ocean waves in overwhelming majority 

cases are in the form of time series and its spreading function is not known in advance.  

 
To generate homogenous directional seas within the scope of linear theory, a single 

summation over the frequency domain is used to superpose individual wave components 

consisting of a directional wave field. A directional irregular wave field of a prescribed 

2s-cosine spreading function at frequency 11/128kf =  Hz is generated using 1025 wave 

components evenly distributed within the frequency band between 10/128 and 12/128 

Hz ( 162gf −∆ =  Hz and M = 512). Hence, the time series of the generated resultant wave 

field at a fixed point have non-repeated duration of 65,536 sec (about 18.2 hour). The 

amplitude of these 1025 wave components are chosen to be the same and their initial 

phases are randomly selected between π−  toπ . Making use of an approximation for 

large s (Tucker and Pitt, 2001) 

 

 ( )2
2cos exp

2 4 /
Ms M

s
θ θθ θ ⎡ ⎤−−

≈ −⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

. (6.18) 

 

The directions of the 1025 components are randomly assigned following a normal 

distribution of the mean of  Mθ  and variance of 2 / s , which can be conduced more 

conveniently than the procedure shown in Figure 6.5 with the help of random normal 
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number generator in MATLAB. Figure 6.6 shows that the above approximation holds 

well for 5s ≥ . 
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Figure 6.6: Comparison of cosine-2s models with the corresponding normal 
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In the following numerical tests, the time series of four resultant wave fields of different 

directional spreading parameters s = 5, 10, 15 and 20 are generated. These values of s 

cover the range of the spreading parameter of majority ocean waves near their spectral 

peak frequencies (Mitsuyasu et al., 1975, Hasselman et al., 1980). In all four resultant 
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wave fields, the mean wave direction remains the same, 0Mθ = . It will be show that the 

use of the mean wave directions other than 0  does not substantially alter the findings 

made in our numerical tests.  Once the time series of a directional wave field are 

generated, we apply the FFT to them and then obtain the related cross spectra.  

 

6.4.3 Statistics of Estimated Directional Spreading Parameters  

Each wave field of a prescribed spreading parameter was simulated 100 times and each 

simulation (run) is realized by a set of randomly selected initial phases and directional 

angles as described in Section 6.4.2. In each run, the time series of wave induced 

pressure and two horizontal velocity components were recorded at 5 m below the still 

water level and those of wave elevation and two wave slopes in the x- and y-axis at the 

still water level. It is understood that the wave slope at the still water level does not exist 

when the wave elevation is negative and thus they are recorded as the extension of 

related wave slopes based on linear wave theory. Although the total non-repeated 

duration of time series is about 18 hours, we only use a 20-minute section of time series 

in the numerical tests, resembling the length of most field measurements. Each time 

series is divided into 17 segments of 128-sec long and with a 50% overlap. Because of 

the overlap, the equivalent degree of freedom (EDF) is reduced to 23 from 34 (Welch, 

1967). Applying the proposed and conventional approach, respectively, to the averaged 

cross spectra, we obtain estimated spreading parameter s  and mean direction Mθ for each 

run of a resultant wave field. Based on the results of 100 runs of a simulated wave field, 

we are able to obtain the mean and variance of 1 2,s s , 1Mθ  and 2Mθ  of each simulated 

wave field. The comparisons of the estimated and prescribed spreading parameter and 

mean wave direction based on the PUV records are similar to those based on the 

pitch/roll buoy records. For brevity, we only present the comparisons based on the 

pitch/roll buoy records in Table 6.2 − Table 6.4. To confirm our computation on the 

statistics of estimated spreading parameter and mean wave direction using the 

conventional approach, also included in Table 6.2 and Table 6.4 are the corresponding 
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ones calculated based on the Long (1980) after a printing error in his equation ( Eq-19)  

for computing the standard deviation of 1s  was corrected. His equations for computing 

the related statistics were derived based on the assumptions that the errors resulting from 

the interaction term obey a normal distribution and can be approximated by linearization. 

When the EDF is large enough, the chi-square distribution becomes symmetric and 

closes to a normal distribution, as evidenced in Figure 6.2. Therefore, the standard 

deviations estimated using the conventional approach should be close to the 

corresponding ones computed based on Long (1980), which is confirmed in Table 6.2 

and Table 6.4.     

 

 

 

Table 6.2: Statistics of estimated Mθ  (s = 10, 0Mθ = , EDF = 23). 
 

1Mθ  ( ) 2Mθ  ( ) 
Method 

Mean Std. 
Deviation Mean Std. 

Deviation 
Long (1980) 0 5.402 0 6.994 

Conventional Approach 0.5260 6.437 0.5424 8.258 

Proposed Approach 0.5436 4.580 0.5700 5.051 
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Table 6.3: Mean of the estimated s ( 0Mθ = , EDF = 23). 
 

1s  2s  
s 

Con. Prop. Con. Prop. 
5 4.93 4.64 5.57 4.61 
10 10.16 10.34 10.70 10.17 
15 16.00 15.81 16.72 15.61 
20 21.94 21.86 22.89 21.69 

 

 

Table 6.4: Standard deviation of the estimated s ( 0Mθ = , EDF = 23). 
 

1s  2s  
s 

Long Con. Prop. Long Con. Prop. 
5 1.97 2.00 1.34 2.89 2.86 1.33 
10 4.25 4.38 2.79 5.19 5.25 2.81 
15 6.84 7.02 3.12 7.93 8.06 3.13 
20 9.21 8.89 5.03 10.53 10.20 5.05 

 

 

 

It is found that the estimated mean directions of 1Mθ  and 2Mθ  by both approaches are 

consistent and in excellent agreement with the prescribed Mθ . For example, the statistics 

of the estimated mean wave direction given in Table 6.2 for the case of s = 10 and 

0Mθ =  indicate that the accuracy of the mean wave direction predicted by both 

approaches is indeed excellent and the proposed approach produces slightly better results 

than the conventional approach. Consequently, our attention hereafter focuses on the 

comparisons of estimated and prescribed spreading parameter. As shown in Table 6.3, 

the mean of 1s  and 2s  predicted by both approaches is in satisfactory agreement with the 

corresponding prescribed value. It is noticed that the mean values of 2s  are consistently 
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and noticeably greater than those of 1s  when they are estimated using the conventional 

approach. The proposed approach gives significantly smaller standard deviations of 

estimated 1s  and 2s  than the conventional approach, as shown in Table 6.4. The standard 

deviations of 1s  estimated using the proposed approach is about 42% in average smaller 

than those estimated using the conventional approach. In the case of 2s , the average 

reduction in the standard deviation is even greater, about 53%. It is also observed in 

Table 6.4 that the standard deviations of 1s  and 2s  estimated by both approaches 

increase with the increase in s, which is expected because when s is large it is very 

sensitive to a small change in Fourier coefficients. As a result, a small error in the 

average cross spectrum may result in large error in the estimation of spreading parameter. 

 

Large standard deviations of 1s  and 2s  may result in inconsistency between estimated 1s  

and 2s . This inconsistency was reported previously in using the conventional approach 

(Hasselmann et. al., 1980, Ewing and Laing, 1987). The large discrepancy between them 

was one of the major reasons to discard certain estimates of the spreading parameter of 

oceans waves (Wang and Freise, 1997). To examine the consistency between them 

predicted by these two approaches, we plotted 1s  against 2s  of all runs of four simulated 

wave fields predicted by the conventional and proposed approach in Figure 6.7. Overall, 

the consistency between 1s  and 2s  shown in Figure 6.7b is excellent as all points are 

close to the diagonal line, especially when the value of the prescribed spreading 

parameter is large. On the other hand, the consistency between 1s  and 2s  shown in 

Figure 6.7a is unsatisfactory and in general 2s  is greater than 1s , especially in the cases 

of small prescribed spreading parameters. The inconsistency between 1s  and 2s  

predicted using the conventional approach is not unique to the pitch/roll wave records. It 

was also observed in the case of PUV wave records.  
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Figure 6.7: 1s  vs. 2s (EDF = 23) 

a): using the conventional approach; and b) using the proposed approach. 
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Because the prescribed mean wave direction has been kept zero in our numerical tests 

and one of recoded wave properties happens to be in the x-direction, one may wonder 

whether the trend observed in the above comparison of the statistics will change if the 

prescribed mean wave direction is different from 0  or 90 . To answer this question, 

three additional prescribed mean wave directions ( 30 ,45  and 60Mθ = ) were used to 

simulate a resultant wave field of a prescribed spreading parameter s = 15. Same as in 

the previous numerical tests, 100 runs were performed for each prescribed mean wave 

direction. The related statistics are presented in Table 6.5 and Table 6.6. They confirm 

that the statistics are virtually independent of the choice of prescribed mean wave 

direction.  

 

 

 

Table 6.5: Mean of estimated s and Mθ  for different wave directions (s =15, EDF = 23). 
 

1s  2s  1M Mθ θ− ( ) 2M Mθ θ− ( ) 
Mθ ( ) 

Con. Prop. Con. Prop. Con. Prop. Con. Prop. 

30 15.68 15.92 16.44 15.74 0.39 0.42 0.47 0.45 

45 16.05 15.46 16.77 15.26 0.10 -0.07 0.32 -0.07 

60 16.21 16.01 16.92 15.81 0.26 0.00 0.29 -0.02 
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Table 6.6: Standard deviation of estimated s and Mθ  for different wave directions (s =15, 

EDF = 23). 

 
1s  2s  1Mθ ( ) 2Mθ ( ) 

Mθ ( ) 
Con. Prop. Con. Prop. Con. Prop. Con. Prop. 

30 6.64 3.81 7.87 3.83 4.38 3.41 5.18 3.51 

45 6.54 3.50 7.50 3.53 4.93 3.96 5.82 4.04 

60 6.66 3.90 7.81 3.94 4.64 3.41 5.47 3.53 
 

 

 

To substantiate the results stated in Section 6.2 that the probability for a small 

normalized error increases when the number of segments used in producing the average 

cross spectra becomes greater, here we fully made use of the numerical time series of 

duration about 2 hours. Each time series was divided into 111 segments of 128-sec and 

with a 50% overlap. Therefore, the corresponding average cross spectra have the EDF of 

about 148. Given in Table 6.7 are the standard deviations of estimated 1s  and 2s  using 

the proposed and conventional approach respectively. The standard deviations given by 

both approaches decrease significantly in comparison with those in Table 6.4. 

Furthermore, the standard deviations given by the conventional approach are closer to 

those of Long (1980), which is anticipated because of a much larger number of EDF 

(148) in this case. The consistency between 1s  and 2s  of all four resultant wave fields is 

plotted in Figure 6.8a for the conventional approach and in Figure 6.8b for the proposed 

approach. In comparison with Figure 6.7a and Figure 6.7b, Figure 6.8a shows significant 

improvement in the consistency between 1s  and 2s  estimated using the conventional 

approach while a smaller improvement is observed in Figure 6.8b. The improvement 

observed in Table 6.7 and Figure 6.8 shows that the reduction in the error of the 

estimated cross spectra greatly reduces the errors in estimating the spreading parameter 

when the conventional approach is used but only marginally improves the estimates 
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when the proposed approach is used. This observation suggests that the proposed 

approach is less sensitive to the errors involved in the estimated cross spectra than the 

conventional approach. This advantage of the proposed approach becomes more crucial 

in its application to field measurements. It is because not only the computation of the 

cross spectra based on field measurements involves errors resulting from factors other 

than the interaction term but also the duration of time series, namely, the number of 

cross spectra used in producing their averages is limited due to the assumption of 

stationary seas. 

 

 

 

Table 6.7: Standard deviation of the estimated s ( 0Mθ = , EDF = 148). 

 

1s  2s  
s 

Long Con. Prop. Long Con. Prop. 

5 0.68 0.73 0.53 0.94 0.96 0.53 

10 1.45 1.41 1.00 1.72 1.68 1.00 

15 2.30 2.58 1.54 2.60 2.88 1.55 

20 3.17 3.53 2.00 3.52 3.90 2.00 
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Figure 6.8:  1s  vs. 2s (EDF = 148) 

a) using the conventional approach; and b) using the proposed approach 
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6.5 WACSIS Data Analysis 

According to the WACSIS database, the S4ADW current meter was deployed 11.5 m 

below the mean sea level, measuring the two horizontal velocity components and 

pressure. Wave information was also collected by a directional Waverider buoy 

measuring three components of wave induced acceleration, which was moored about 1 

km to the north of the platform. Comprehensive description of the WACSIS and its 

measurement are referred to Chapter 3. The measurements recorded by the S4ADW and 

Waverider are used here to examine the accuracy and consistency of the two approaches 

in estimating the directional spreading parameter and mean wave direction. Since 

second-order wave-wave interactions mainly affect wave characteristics in the frequency 

ranges relatively low or high with respect to the spectral peak frequency (Zhang et al, 

1996), to exclude the errors resulting from the neglect of second-order nonlinear wave-

wave interactions in this study we mainly focus our attention to the estimate of the 

directional spreading parameter and mean direction of waves at the spectral peak 

frequency. It is known that the spreading parameter at the spectral peak reaches the 

maximum and decreases away from the peak frequency (Mitsuyasu et al., 1975; 

Hasselmann et al., 1980). To demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed approach not 

limited to the measurements at the spectral peaks, we also estimate the spreading 

parameters at frequencies at the entire frequency domain using both approaches. 

 

All available data sets recorded by the S4ADW and Waverider were screened based on 

the following three criteria. First, if a data set involves a lot of abnormal spikes which 

were observed in some velocity records made by the S4ADW, the related data set was 

excluded in this study. Secondly, when the velocity component of ocean currents in the 

mean wave direction is significant with respect to the wave phase velocity at the spectral 

peak frequency, the observed (or appearance) wave frequency can be significantly 

different from the corresponding intrinsic frequency due to the Doppler effect, which 

may result in large errors in estimating wave directional spreading unless the effect of 

current is properly accounted for (Forristall and Ward, 1978). Hence, when the projected 
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current velocity in the mean wave direction is greater than 5% of the phase velocity at 

the spectral peak, the related data sets were discarded. Thirdly, the consistency between 

the estimated 1Mθ  and 2Mθ  is excellent if the directional spreading function of a wave 

field is of uni-modal, as evidenced in our previous numerical tests. It is also known that 

the estimated mean wave directions ( 1Mθ  and 2Mθ ) of a wave field of bi- or multi-modal 

directional spreading are significantly different. Therefore, significant differences 

between them can be viewed as a vital sign of the sea states of bi- or multi-mode 

directional spreading. Hence, if the difference between the 1Mθ  and 2Mθ  estimated using 

the conventional approach is greater than 10 , the related wave field is thought to be bi- 

or multi-modal and should not be modeled by a cosine-2s spreading function. The 

related data sets were consequently rejected as well. It is noted that the cases rejected 

due to the difference between 1Mθ  and 2Mθ  being greater than 10  are very few in the 

WACSIS data sets, accounting for about 3.4% of cases considered in our study. 

 

After screening, we had 85 cases available to our study, each of which was recorded by 

both S4ADW and Waverider. The related data sets were used as the input to the two 

approaches for the estimate of the spreading parameter and mean wave direction. The 

ratio of the projecting current to the phase velocity and the significant wave height of 85 

selected cases are summarized in Figure 6.9. Each data set involves a 20-min time series 

of a sampling rate at 2 Hz. Similar to our numerical tests, for obtaining the average cross 

spectra each 20-min time series was divided into 17 segments of 128-sec duration and a 

50% overlap between two consecutive segments.  
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Figure 6.9: Histogram of a) ratio of the projecting current velocity in the mean wave 

direction to the phase velocity; and b) significant wave height. 
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6.5.1 Data Sets Recorded By the Directional Waverider Buoy  

Unlike a pitch/roll buoy measuring the vertical acceleration and two wave slopes in the 

x- and y-direction, the directional Waverider buoy measures three acceleration 

components (vertical, north and west). Three measured acceleration components were 

then integrated twice in the time domain to render three corresponding components of 

the particle displacement, which were given in the WACSIS database. Consistent with 

linear wave theory, we assumed that the three components of the displacement were 

recorded at a fixed point at the mean sea level. The first and second Fourier coefficients 

of the directional spreading function of a measured wave field were calculated following 

Eq. (6.2) in using the conventional approach. 

 

The spreading parameters, 1s  and 2s , and mean wave directions, 1Mθ  and 2Mθ  at the 

spectral peaks, estimated using the two approaches, respectively, are compared in Figure 

6.10 and Figure 6.11. Similar to the trend observed in the related numerical tests, the 

consistency between 1s  and 2s  estimated using the proposed approach is excellent, 

virtually all points falling near the diagonal line as shown in Figure 6.10b. On the other 

hand, Figure 6.10a shows that the consistency of the conventional approach is poor and 

2s  is in general greater than 1s . Almost all the estimated s falls in the range from 5 to 20 

in using the proposed approach.  While most estimated s using the conventional 

approach falls in that range, in about 18% cases, 1s  estimated using the conventional 

approach is significantly greater than 20, which is too great and hence may be erroneous. 

The consistency between 1Mθ  and 2Mθ  is satisfactory as observed in Figure 6.11, 

although that given by the proposed approach is slightly better. The satisfactory 

consistency may partially results from the exclusion of the data sets in which the 

difference between 1Mθ  and 2Mθ  estimated using the conventional approach is greater 

than 10 . Although the trends observed in these two figures are based on the field 

measurements, they are very similar to those observed in the numerical tests.   
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Figure 6.10:  1s  vs. 2s  estimated from Waverider data. 

a) using the conventional approach; and b) using the proposed approach 
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Figure 6.11:  1Mθ  vs. 2Mθ  estimated from Waverider data. 

a) using the conventional approach; and b) using the proposed approach. 
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6.5.2 Estimation Based On the PUV 

In applying the conventional approach, Eq. (6.2) was used to compute the Fourier 

coefficients except that 12Q  and 13Q  are replaced by 12C  and 13C , respectively, where 

subscripts 1, 2 and 3 denote wave pressure, and the x- and y-axis velocity components. 

The related results are plotted in Figure 6.12 and Figure 6.13. As observed in Figure 6.12, 

the consistency between 1s  and 2s  estimated using the proposed approach remains 

excellent while that given by the conventional approach is rather poor. The estimated 

values of 2s  are in general greater, and some are significantly greater than those of 1s  in 

using the conventional approach. The consistency between estimated 1Mθ  and 2Mθ  is 

satisfactory. In short, the general trends observed in the cases of the PUV records are 

similar to those in the cases of the Waverider records. However, the consistency of either 

approach is slightly deteriorated in comparison with the corresponding one in the cases 

of the Waverider records. 

6.5.3 Spreading Parameters at Frequencies Away From the Spectral Peaks  

The directional spreading parameter s depends on the wave age and frequency. Previous 

studies (Hasselmann et al., 1976, Hasselmann et al., 1980, and Young, 1994) suggested 

that the dependence of directional spreading parameter s  on wave age should be small. 

Therefore, we only discuss the dependence of s on wave frequency. Hasselmann et al. 

(1980) proposed a formula for directional spreading s at different frequency on the basis 

of JONSWAP experiment, 

 

 
p p

s f
s f

µ
⎛ ⎞

= ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

 (6.19) 

 

ps  is the directional spreading parameter at peak frequency. 

 

 For 1.05 pf f≥ , 
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Figure 6.12: 1s  vs. 2s  estimated from PUV data. 

a) using the conventional approach; and b) using the proposed approach 
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Figure 6.13:   1Mθ  vs. 2Mθ  estimated from PUV data. 

a) using the conventional approach; and b) using the proposed approach 
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 ( )
9.77

2.33 1.45 1.17 ;
p

p

s

U cµ

=

= − − −
 (6.20) 

 

for 1.05 pf f< , 

 

 
6.97

4.05
ps

µ

=

=
 (6.21) 

 

where, 10U  is the wind speed and pc  the phase velocity at the peak frequency. It is better 

to indicate that Eqs. (6.19) − (6.21) is based on the regression analysis of the data 

collected by a pitch/roll buoy deployed in North Sea in a water depth of 22 m and 

10 / pU c  ranges from 1.0 to 1.8. 

 

To show that the proposed approach can also improve the estimate of the spreading 

parameters at frequencies other than the peak frequency, both approaches were applied 

to the estimation of the spreading parameters in the entire frequency domain for five 

Waverider records. The five cases are named as 9802281120, 9803051100, 9803051120, 

9803050500, and 9803050520. The significant wave heights, peak frequencies and ratios 

of wind speed to phase velocity at the peak frequency ( 10 / pU c ) of these cases are 

summarized in Table 6.8.  

 

The dependence of the spreading parameter on the frequency in all five cases is similar. 

For brevity, only the results of estimated 1s  and 2s  for Case 9802281120 and 

9803051100 are presented in Figure 6.14 and Figure 6.15, respectively depicting the 

estimated 1s  and 2s  using the conventional and proposed approaches as a function of the 

frequency normalized by the peak frequency. For the purpose of comparison, also 

plotted in the figures is the empirical curve given by Hasselmann et al. (1980). It is 
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observed that 1s  and 2s  estimated by both approaches reach the maximum near the peak 

frequency and decrease when the frequency moves away from the spectral peak. They 

are in satisfactory agreement with Hasselmann et al.’s formula. It is also observed that 

both 1s  and  2s   fluctuate with respect to the empirical curves. Nevertheless, the 

fluctuation amplitude is much smaller in using the proposed approach.  

 

To examine the consistency between estimated 1s  and 2s , we also compare the results of 

five cases in Figure 6.16a for the conventional approach and Figure 6.16b for the 

proposed approach. The figures clearly show that the consistency of 1s  and 2s  estimated 

using the proposed approach is superior, similar to that observed in Sections 6.5.1. In 

general, the estimated 2s  is much greater than 1s  in using the conventional approach. 

The consistency between 1s  and 2s  estimated using the proposed approach is excellent 

in the entire range of the spreading parameters except for those of extremely small 

values ( 2s < ). The relatively large discrepancies mainly occur at very low or high 

frequency ranges where nonlinear second-order (difference-frequency and sum-

frequency) bound waves are significant. It will be our future effort to find out whether or 

not the consistency can be improved after second-order bound waves are filtered from 

the measurements. 

 

 

Table 6.8: Sea states of selected five cases. 

 

Case 1/3H (m) pf (Hz) 10 / pU c  

9802281120 3.14 0.1162 1.14 
9803050500 3.39 0.1240 1.39 
9803050520 3.42 0.1289 1.51 
9803051100 3.42 0.1143 1.35 
9803051120 3.10 0.1143 1.34 
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Figure 6.14:  Dependence of s on f / fp for Case 9802281120 ( 10 / 1.14pU c = ). 

a) using the conventional approach; and b) using the proposed approach 
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Figure 6.15:  Dependence of s on f / fp for Case 9803051100 ( 10 / 1.35pU c = ). 

a) using the conventional approach; and b) using the proposed approach 
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Figure 6.16:  Scatter plots of 1s  and 2s  estimated in the entire frequency domain. 

a) using the conventional approach; and b) using the proposed approach 
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CHAPTER VII  

CONCLUSIONS 

 

The DHWM was applied to investigate the consistency of measurements recorded by 

different wave sensors likely at different locations. Three cases of relatively steep ocean 

waves from the WACSIS common database were selected for the analysis. The pressure 

head and two horizontal velocity components measured by a S4ADW were first 

examined for the synchronization. Then the synchronized time series were used as the 

input to the DHWM for the decomposition of measured wave fields into their free waves. 

The wave directions based on the S4ADW data set were compared with those obtained 

by the Directional Waverider Buoy. A 45 discrepancy between the two sets of wave 

directions over the entire frequency range was observed.  The suspicion about the true 

orientation of S4ADW was substantiated through the comparison of the predicted wave 

directions based on the EBS data set. The concern of the true orientation of S4ADW was 

later relayed to the person responsible for installing the S4ADW sensor. He graciously 

admitted that the orientation of the S4ADW was likely wrong by about 45 due to the 

misunderstanding of the installation manual (Van, 2000). After the directions of free 

waves based on the S4 data sets were rotated 45 clockwise, the predicted wave 

elevations were in satisfactory agreement with the corresponding measurements by 

SAAB and Marex. Likewise, the predicted pressure and horizontal velocity based on the 

EBS data set were in excellent agreement with the measurements by S4ADW. The 

satisfactory comparisons also indicate that wave measurements by different sensors are 

consistent in the time domain, which is a more complete examination than traditional 

comparisons made between power spectra because the latter lacks the information of 

phases.  
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To analyze directional seas in the presence of strong currents, the original Directional 

Hybrid Wave Model (DHWM) was extended to allow for the presence of steady and 

uniform currents. Based on three or more independent wave records and the information 

of currents, the extended DHWM (C-DHWM) is able to decompose a directional 

irregular wave field into its free waves, in terms of their amplitudes, directions and 

initial phases as functions of the intrinsic frequency. Extensive numerical tests were 

conducted to examine the reliability and convergence of a C-DHWM, especially the 

iteration of deriving the intrinsic frequency in the presence of strong currents. It is found 

that the iteration for determining the intrinsic frequency is convergent when the initial 

guess of wave direction is within 45° of the true wave direction and the intrinsic 

frequency is below 0.2 Hz. If the current is smaller (say 1.0 m/s), the computation of the 

intrinsic frequency will be convergent even if the initial guess on the wave direction is 

90° apart from the true direction. Through the comparison between the decomposition 

results obtained by applying a C-DHWM and DHWM respectively to numerically 

simulated waves as well as WACSIS field measurements, it is found that the extended 

wave model is reliable and convergent in the analysis of ocean waves in the presence of 

currents. The superiority of a C-DHWM to a DHWM mainly originates from the use of 

the intrinsic frequency to determining the corresponding wavenumber and transfer 

functions from wave pressure and velocities to elevations. Large errors resulting from 

neglecting currents may occur when the currents are relatively strong and in the opposite 

or following direction to that of waves. In using PUV records as input, depending on the 

opposite or following currents the wave amplitudes are under- or over- predicted using a 

DHWM especially in the high frequency range, in addition to energy shifts towards low 

or high frequencies. Significant errors in estimated wave direction as a function of the 

apparent frequency may appear at low and high frequencies if waves are steep. In using 

measured elevations as input, depending on the opposite or following currents, the wave 

energy predicted using a DHWM shifts towards low or high frequencies while related 

errors in estimated wave direction nearby the spectral peak are relatively small. When 

the currents are perpendicular to the main wave direction, the Doppler effects of currents 
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on the intrinsic frequency are negligible and consequently the use of a DHWM does not 

result in significant errors. 

 

A new approach is proposed to estimate the directional spreading parameter s and mean 

wave direction Mθ of directional seas in this study. The accuracy and consistency of the 

proposed and conventional approaches were examined first at the spectral peak of a 

wave field whose wave records were either numerically generated or measured in situ. In 

the case of the input being numerically generated wave records, the comparison between 

the estimates and the related prescribed values indicates the proposed approach is 

statistically superior to the conventional approach, especially in estimating the 

directional spreading parameter s. Namely, the former renders almost unbiased mean and 

significantly smaller standard deviation in estimating the spreading parameter. When the 

field measurements were used as the input, the comparison between estimated 1s  and 2s  

shows that the proposed approach results in substantially better consistency between 

them, which is consistent with the corresponding observation made in the numerical tests. 

Furthermore, the spreading parameters of waves at frequencies other than the peak 

frequency were also estimated using both approaches and are qualitatively consistent 

with the trend given by Hasselmann et al. (1980). The consistency between 1s  and 2s  

estimated using the proposed approach at the frequencies other than the peak frequency 

is also found to be superior to that using the conventional approach. The consistency 

between estimated 1s  and 2s  is especially crucial in analyzing field measurements where 

the true spreading parameter of a measured wave field is not known. The employment of 

a data adaptive method (MLM) to estimate the directional spreading function and then 

its first two Fourier coefficients is the reason for the superiority of the proposed 

approach over the conventional approach. This is because a MLM is more tolerant of 

errors involved in the estimated cross spectra than the DFT used in the conventional 

approach. Although the average of the cross spectra may reduce errors, especially those 

resulting from the ‘interaction’ term, the reduction is limited by the duration of measured 

wave records and the requirements of resolution in the frequency domain. Hence, the use 
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of the proposed approach in estimating the directional spreading coefficients of ocean 

waves is strongly recommended. Because a cosine-2s model is intended to model the sea 

states of uni-mode directional spreading and the efficacy of the proposed approach is 

only examined in this scenario, it is not recommended to apply it to the sea states of bi- 

and multi-mode. 
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APPENDIX A   

SOLUTIONS FOR PARTICLE VELOCITY AND  

DYNAMIC PRESSURE 
 

A.1 MCM solutions 

Wave induced particle velocity along x-axis: 
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Wave induced particle velocity along y-axis: 

 

 ( ) ( )1 2v v v= +  (A.4) 

 

where, 
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Wave induced dynamic pressure: 
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A.2 PMM solutions 

Wave induced particle velocity along x-axis: 
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Wave induced particle velocity along y-axis: 
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Wave induced dynamic pressure: 
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where, 
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 [ ]1
, 1 3 1

1

cosh ( )
cos

sinh( )p c esum

k h z
a k B

k h
λ ψ
⎛ ⎞+

= − +Γ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

 (A.19) 

 [ ]1
, 1 3 min 1

1

sinh ( )
sin

sinh( )p s e

k h z
a k B

k h
λ ψ
⎛ ⎞+

= − +⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

 (A.20) 
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APPENDIX B  

SOLUTIONS FOR A DIRECTIONAL WAVE FIELD 
 

Depend on their locations in the frequency domain, the MCM or PMM solutions are 

chosen for the interaction between two free wave components. As sketched in Figure 2.1, 

a spectrum can be divided into six or more bands in the frequency domain. Only the 

wave components located in band L1, L2, S1 and S2 are considered. For convenient 

desperations, their interactions can be classified into five groups. 

 

L1+L2: Interactions among all the components in band L1 and L2; 

S1+S2: Interactions among all the components in band S1 and S2; 

L2+S1: Interactions among all the components in band L2 and S1; 

L1~S1: Interactions among all the components in band L1 and those in band S1; 

(L1+L2)~S2: Interactions among all the components in band L1+L2 and those in band S2. 

 

The MCM solutions are chosen for the first three groups and the PMM solutions for the 

last two groups. 

 

The solutions of velocity potential and elevation for the groups (L1+L2), (S1+S2) and 

(L2+S1) are: 
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 (B.1) 
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where, 
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3 2 2
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 (B.2) 

 , , ,j i I j I iλ σ σ=  (B.3) 
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 (B.4) 

 

where, 

 

 ( )2
, ( ) , , ,1 1j i j i j i j i j iM λ λ α α= + − Γ ±∓  (B.5) 

 ( ), cosj i j iθ θΓ = −  (B.6) 

 

0N  and 1N  are the index of the first and last free wave components in the corresponding 

group, respectively. 

 

The PMM solutions of velocity potential and elevation for the groups (L1~S2) and 

((L1+L2)~S2) are: 
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, ,
,

sinj k j
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j j j
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 ( ) ( )
1

0

, , ,1 cos
M

j a j j j j
j M

a f k fψ ηη ψ
=

= + +∑  (B.8) 

 

where, 
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 (B.14) 

 
 

0M  and 1M  are the index of the first and last free wave components in short wave band 

S1 or S2, respectively. 0N  and 1N  are the index of the first and last free wave 

components in band L1 or L1+L2, respectively. 

 

Add the solutions in each group together, the solutions for a directional wave field can 

be obtained. 
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